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The Hessians rushed :fiercely at Will, who stood looking at them with his hands in his pockets
and began to whistle. Dick peered cautiously out from the branches. The Hessians
were struck dumb with amazement. Then they lowered their weapons .
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The Liberty Boys and HWhistling Will"
The Mad Spy" of Paulus Hook
By HARRY MOORE.
CHAPTER I.
.A STR.A~GE CH.AR.ACTER.

"Who is that whistling, Bob?"
"I don't hear any one, Dick."
"Don't you hear the whistling?"
"Yes, I hear a bird." •
';That is not a bird whistling, Bob, it's a man, or a boy,
perhaps."
"Well, then, it's the finest whistling I ever heard. I
would have sworn it was a bird singing."
· Two boys in Continental uniform were walking through
a wood a little back of Hoboken, in the Jerseys, one pleasant morning about the middle of August, in the year 1779.
The British were then in possesiion of New York, Long
Island and Staten Island, and also held Paulus Hook, or
what is now Jersey City.
There was a patriot camp back of Hoboken, and the two
boys had come out to see what they could learn of the
enemy without going too close to the British works.
They were the captain and first lieutenant, respectively,
of a band of about one hundred sterling young patriots
known as the Liberty Boys, and they had their camp near
that of the regulars, commanded by Major Henry Lee,
often known as Light Horse Harry.
As Dick Slater, the young captain, and Bob Estabrook,
the first lieutenant of the Liberty Boys, were walking
leisurely through the wood, they heard what Bob took to be
the singing of a bird, but which Dick, with his keener hearing, knew was the whistling of a young man or boy.
"Wait a minute, Bob," said Dick. "I want to hear this
whistler and see him as ·well."
Dick sat on a stump, Bob sitting alongside him, and
waited, the singing, as it is usually called, of the supposed
bird sounding nearer and nearer.
Then a tall, rather singular looking young man of possibly twenty-two years came out of a thicket close at hand,
whistling like a robin.

The boys could see from the motion of his lips that he
was the whistler, and could hear the sounds, or Bob would
have been ready to say yet that it was a bird that was
making them.
The young man had a strange look in his eyes as if not
altogether in full possession of his wits, and walked in a
loose-jointed, slipshod way, common to idiots or half-witted
persons.
He was dressed in coarse homespun, rough woolen hose,
serviceable shoes, and a cocked hat, as was the custom in
those days.
He stopped whistling as he caught sight of the two boys,
and said, in a soft, drawling, but not unmusical voice:
"Hallo! Guess you're what some folks call rebels, aren't
you?"
"Yes, but we don't call ourselves so. We are patriots.
You were whistling just now," and Dick imitated the call
of a blackbird.
"Yes. I can whistle as well as that fellow. Listen!"
The stranger then whistled the various notes of the
blackbird so well that it would have deceived the creature
itself.
"That's whistling, isn't it, Dick?" whispered Bob.
"Yes, indeed, but I would know that it was not a bird."
"I'll bet the bird would not, then," with a laugh.
"Very likely. It is easier to deceive them than it is to
fool a human, though I confess that his whistling is marvelous."
·
"Will can whistle like any of the birds, and he calls them
and talks to them," the young man said. "There are redcoats at the Hook. Did you know that?"
"Yes, Will, we knew it," and Dick began imitating the
notes of a catbird.
Will, as he called himself, did it much better, as Dick
supposed he would, and was answered from the bushes by
another bird of the same kind.
"Yes, Will knows there are redcoats at the Hook, and
Will can get in there, into the fort, mysteriously. Would
1
you like to go there with Will some time?"
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«Yes, but it would be dangerous in thi.;; uniform," Dick
replied. "Are you a patriot, Will?"
"Yes, Will is a rebel, or a Tory, or a HesKian, or a red•wat, or anything," with a soft, rippling laugh. "Will fools
the birds, squirrels, redcoats, any one, but Will is a good
a-ebel, patriot, you say. Sh! don't tell the redcoats ! Some
<lay I will take you to the camp at the Hook. Will can
:fool every one.''
"You can whistle veTy well, Will," said Bob. "I thought
it was a real bird."
·
The otheT laughed, and answeTcd:
"Yes, Will fools the crows and the robins and the catbirds, the orioles and all the birds. Will talks to them and
earns their secrets."
Then he suddenly ran away with a laugh, and in a few
moments they could hear him whistling in the woods, Bob
-being ready to declare that it was a bird.
"He's a queer genius, Dick!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, half witted, if even that much. I believe he is a
patriot spy, Bob."
"Then we may be able to make use of him, Dick. We
want to :find out all that we can of the redcoats a'nd the
works at Paulus Hook."
"Ycs, we must learn that, Bob. The enemy have gates
before their works, but they may not be very strong. That
as what we want to learn."
"Then if this half-witted 'Whistling Will' is a spy, we
may be able to make use of him."
"I 1.hink so, Bob," getting up, "but let us see what we
can learn ourselves."
"We won't be able to go very far, Dick, with these uniforms."
"Perhaps not, but we can try, at any rate."
Both Dick Slater and Bob Estabrook were forever taking desperate chances, and had more than once stolen
quite to the enemy's camp in their uniforms, and had run
the risk of capture in oTder to learn something of their
plans.
.
They walke,l on through the woods and out upon the
road, and ere long came to a tavern not a great distance
from the enemy's lines, where Dick thought they .might
learn something useful.
"Let us go in, Bob," he said. "We may have to be cautious, because if there are Tories there now, and they sec
us in these uniforms, they won't say a word."
The boys advanced cautiously, taking Qare not to be seen
from the windows, and entered, pausing just before they
reached the door of the tap-room upon hearing ,some o:p.e
say:
"Them rebels are too pesky near and ortel' be druv out."
~, Are they talking about us, Dick?" whispered Bob.
"No, about Major Lee and the Liberty Boys, I guess."
"Yus, so they orter," growled some one else, "and
'specially them young ruffians what they call the Liberty
Boys. Huh! they take too blame many liberties, I'm
thinkin', an' they orter be stopped."
"Shouldn't wonder if we'd hafter do it, Peleg. How
many on 'em be they, think?"
"Wull, there's quite a few, an' there's the other rebels
and there's quite some o' them. lVIebby we'd better get the
redcoats to help us, soon as we :find out just bow many there
is on 'en/, an' a good way to get at 'em."

"That's so, guess we better," leaving it in doubt just
what he did mean.
"They are plotting against uf', Bob," whispered Dick.
"We could not have learned this if we had gone in openly."
"No, we could not. Hallo!"
Some one was coming up behind them, and the boys
were n,ow forced to go in or l1ave it known that they weTe
listening to the Toriys in the tap-room.
They went in, therefore, and took seats at a table, which
happened to be unoccupied, near the door.
The Tories at once stopped talking, and many black
looks were directed at them, while one man- muttered:
"Huh! blame rebels! Why ca:i:'t they keep out'n here?"
Xeither Dick nor Bob paid any attention to the rrories,
but ordered something to eat and drink of a rather pretty
barmaid who came up.
The man who had followed the boys in was evidently
in no better favor than they were, foT the Tories glared
at him, and some of them moved away when he sat down.
"I guess if I can stand your company you can stand
mine, Peleg Hensted," he said, with a contemptuous tone,
"so you needn't move away when I sit down, as if I had the
plague."
"One can set where he pleases, I guess, John Beattie,"
snaTled the other.
"Yes, and I can stand your sitting as far away as possible, but you needn't show your feelings quite so plain.
It's no great credit to a man to have you sit by him,
Peleg:''
"I ain't settin' nigh rebels if I can help it," returned
the other, with a snarl.
•
"Look out that the rebels, as you call them, give you any
place to sit at all in this town, Peleg."
'
"If I had known the man was a patriot, I need not have
come on so soon," thought Dick.
Two or three of the 'Tories presently arose and went out,
and Dick saw through the window that they went in the
direction of P aulus Hook.
"I must keep an eye 00n the road," was Dick's thought.
«If I am not greatly mistaken, they are going to _:find.some
redcoats and bring them here to surprise us."
When the girl returned with the boys' orders, she whispered to Dick :
"Bill and Hi Brown have gone for the redcoats. You
had better keep an eye on the road."
"Thank you. T ell the same to Mr. Beattie yonder."
"He has a horse and can get away, but I wjll tell him."
"Very good," and the boys went on eating and drinking
as if nothing was about to happen.
,
.
The girl stopped before the patriot, but no one could
see that she said anything, and he gave his order for a
pewter of old ale in a perfectly matter-of-fact tone as if
nothing else was in his thoughts.
"These Tories think to surprise us," said Dick to Bob
in a low tone, "and if we had our horses we could get away
with little trouble. As it is, there will be no surpriE?e."
In a :few minutes a lot of the Tories went over to the
window and stood there talking, shutting out Dick's view.
"I can hear if I cannot see," he said to Bob, "and if
these men are trying to cheat me, they will :find out their
mistake be:fore Jong."
Presently Dick heard the notes of a f:r:ightened bird
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when threatened by a larger and :fiercer bird, and he said
to Bob:
"That is 'Whistling Will,' and this is meant as a ,-arning. Come, it is time to go."
He beckoned to the girl, quickly paid his score, and
arose to go.
Then the landlord came forward and said to the girl :
"Have the young gentlemen paid eYerything?"
"Yes, sir/' the girl answered.
"I must look over the account and see that it is right
Sometimes young gentlemen smile and say complimentary
things to confuse a maid and make her forget all the
ha'pence. What diJ they have, Eunice?"
The bird notes were heard again, this time more insistent, and Dick also heard the clatter of hoofs, although
Bob did not.
Dick tossed a sixpenny piece on the t_able and saiJ:
"You are purposely delaying us. The score has been
settled, but this will make it sure. I know that the redcoats are coming, for I can hear them, but you think you
can delay us by this pretence of having the score settled.
Come, Bob."
The landlord fidgeted, and now, as fhe boys started for
the door, only a few steps away, the Tories pressed forward and tried to detain them.
Dick knocked down two of them, and- now :M:r. Beattie
suddenly arose, stepped forward, seized two of_the troublesome fellows, and threw them aside as if they had been
chips.
"Now, then, captain, your way is clear!" he said.
"No, it ain't!" cried Peleg Hensced, suddenly rushing in
at the door.
"Oh, yes, it is!" returned Dick, and in a moment Peleg
went flying down the steps, and the two boys hurried outside.

CHAPTER II.

now

THE GIRLS IIELPED.

"Whistling Will" was just outside, and he beckoned to
Dick and pointed down the road.
"All right, Will!" said Dick.
Then as the two boys started up the road, a number of
redcoats on horseback appeared coming on at a gallop.
"We'll have to run for it, Dick!" exclaimed Bob. "That
Tory landlord delayed us."
"We can go through the woods, Bob, where they '1"'on't
follow us."
At that moment, however, two young girls mounted on
speedy steeds suddenly appeared in the opposite direction.
"Quick, Dick, get up with us l" cried one, urging her
horse forward as Dick ran toward her.
"All right, my girl, you are just in time. Make haste,
Bob!"
Then the two boys leaped up behind the two girls, who
quickly wheeled their horses and rode away at full speed
despite the fact that they carried double burdens.
"They won't follow far," said Dick. "They do not care
to get too near to Light Horse Harry's men."
Away they went, the patriot they had seen in ~he tavern

coming on behind, but not passing them for all that hi·
hors~ had less to carry.
-'
"They won't follow, captain," he said, "and the• Tories
ha,e had their journey to the fort for nothing."
.As they reached the next turn, Dick looked back but saw
nothing of the redcoats as he should ha.-e done had the:,.
been coming on.
"Go a little farther, Alice," he said. "We may as wen
make sure. You do not need to go as fast, however."
"Take it easy, Edith, my girl," laughed Bob. "Wt•
don'.t need to keep up any breakneck speed now. The reda
coats know too much to venture too close to our camp."
The girls were Alice Estabrook, Bob's sister and Die~~
s~eetheart, and Edith Slater, who was Bob's sweetheart.
They shortly drew rein when Dick no longer heard thiredcoats following, and the boys jmnped down.
"That is not the first time that the women have taken
the men to safety," laughed Bob. "This might be anothersiege of Canterbury."
"But we used our horses, brother Bob," laughed AlicE>,.
"and then those women took their husbands, not sweethearts."
"Oh, you are too critical, Sis," said Bob.
"Well, if Bob does get his historical facts mixed, yot?
certainly did render us gallant assistance, my girl," laughed
Dick, "and we are greatly obliged to you."
""\Vell, we would have carried you on our back to get you
away," rejoined Alice, "so brother Bob is not so far wrong
after all."
"Never mind, Sis," said Bob. "There's somebody wh()
appreciates brother Bob, even if his sister does not."
"Oh, I appreciate you well enough," with a laugh, "b t
I don't let you . get too high an idea of yourself."
·
"Why, Alice, I don't think Bob is a bit conceited," said
Edith, who was of a gentler nature than Alice, to whom
she was greatly de,oted.
"You would not think so, of course, my dear," Alice re-turned, laughing, "but he is, just the same."
"Were you girls out for a ride, or did you lmow that
1Ye had gone out and were in dangerous quarters?" asked
Dick, as he and Bob walked alongside the horses.
"Oh, we were out for a spin, that is all," returned Alice.
"Mark said that you had gone off somewhere, but we had
no idea of seeing you."
"Jt was very fortunate you did," muttered: Bob, "for we
should have had to take to our heels in another moment
if ~you had not come in sight."
"We were out trying to learn something aboi..--t th~
enemy," Dick added, "and did. Then some Tories went
for the redcoats, and the landlord did his best to stop us.»
"And some of them have sore heads!" laughed Bo!).
"Peleg took a beautiful back somersault down the ta"l'ern
steps."
They went on at an easy pace, and at last- rnached the
camp, the girls going in with Dick and Bob.
The boys' home was in Westchester, but the girls were
vieiting some friends in Jersey at the time, and spent Illllch
of their time at the camp where they were very popnlar,
the Liberty Boys all having ·a great fondness and the highest respect for them.
Mark Morrison, the second lieutenant of the troop, came
forward as the boys and girls entered the camp, and said :
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"The young ladies asked where you had gone, captain,
but I could not tell them."
"Oh, they found us, Mark," laughed Bob, "and all in
good time, too."
"That sounds as if you had had an advantage, Bob,"
said Mark in a tone of interest.
"Well, so we did have, two or three of them, in fact."
"There is nothing strange in that," with a smile, "but
tell us all about it."
It was a common saying that Dick Slater never left the
camp without meeting with some adventure, and hence
Mark's anxiety to heaT what had happened.
The boys were all greatly interested, especially in that
paTt of the story which Telated to "Whistling Will," as th
boys all called him, not knowing his other name.
"Is he really mad, do you think?" asked Beu Spurlock,
one 0£ the liveliest of the Liberty Boys.
"He seems so," rnplied Bob. "He talks strangely and
ads in a peculiar manner."
"But he kno .. s enough to distinguish between the redcoats and our boys, evidently," added Jack Warren, a New
Jersey Liberty Boy, and a veat chum of Mark Morrison's.
"Yes, he knows that difference, and he is on our side,"
added Dick. "He is simple in many things, but shrewd."
"I'd very much like to see him," declared Sam Sanderson, Ben's particular cl:tum.
"We probably shall, if he is a spy and trying to find out
something about the enemy,"
returned Harry Judson, a
\
M-0hawk Valley boy.
"I'd like to hear him whistle," remarked Harry Thurber-, the especial chum of the other Harry. "We have some
birds in the South that I think he would have some trouble
in imitating."
"I don't believe he would if he heard them once, Harry,"
declared Dick. "I never heard such whistling from a
human mouth."
"You would think it was a bird," spoke up Bob .. "I was
fooled myself."
"Then he must have been good," remarked Will Freeman, another of the boys, "and I'd like to hear him."
At that moment the sweet notes of a robin were heard
at a short distance, the boys paying little attention, until
Dick said, quietly:
"There he is now, boys. Go and bring him in, Phil. He
is a young man, something over twenty, coarsely dressed."
"Jove! I thought that was a bird," ejaculated Phil
Waters, a Rhode Island Liberty Boy, as he left the group.
The Liberty Boys came from all parts of the country,
~lthough the troop had been organized in Westchester,
where the greater part of them lived.
"Well, if he can whistle like that, he will deceive the
birds themselves," exclaimed Paul Benson.
"We have seen him do it, Paul," laughed Dick.
Phil followed the sound of the robin's song, and pres~mtly came upon a strange looking young man sitting on a
stump whistling and looking about him vacantly.
"The captain wishes to see you, Will," he said quietly.
~'Have you swallowed a bird, that you whistle so well?"
"Will talks to the birds and knows what they are sayiing," the other replied. "Will talks with squirrels and
frogs and owls and bees and all pretty things."

Phil suddenly heard the warning sound of a rattlesnake
and jumped back in alarm, whipping out his pistol, and
crying sharply :
"Look out, Will, there's a rattler!"
The strange creature laughed softly and said:
"That was Will. . Will is not afraid of rattlesnakes.
Will can call them."
"Well, please don't, or not just now," returned Phil, half
laughing, half impatiently. "The captain would like to
see Will in the camp. He than~s Will for giving him
warning of the redcoats at the tavern."
The whistler arose and entered the camp by a short cut,
showing that he knew his way thoroughly and needed no
guide.
"Will has seen no more redcoats, captain," he said, as
he came forward at a slouching gait. "There is no danger.
The redcoats will not come here."
"No, I suppose not. It is too far, and they would likely
meet with opposition on the way. Have you been to Paulus
Hook?"
"Whistling Will" made no answer immediately, sitting
on the ground and whistling "Yankee Doodle," a very
popular air at the time, although the British no longer
whistled it in derision since Burgoyne had been obliged to
hear the patriot bands play it at the time of his surrender.
The boys listened entranced, "Whistling Will" entwining
all sorts of bird notes ;,ith the air, and finally stopping,
and saying with a vacant look:
"The water is too high and the bridge is open. Canal
too deep. Some day Will may go to the Hook and take the
captain. Listen for the song of the whip-poor-will," and
then with a laugh, the strange fellow suddenly leaped to
his feet without the aid of his hands, and dove into the
thicket, disappearing in a moment.
"Well! he's a strange character, fast enough!" cried
Lishe Green.
"There's no getting over that," muttered Joel Walker.
"As crazy as a loon!" ejaculated Ezra Barbour.
"He do be natheral, but he'd charrum a birrud off a
three," muttered Patsy Brannigan, the company cook,
"but the dinner do be ready, so blow the bugle, Cookyspiller."
"He was ein bird eated und he was mit his mout' singing already," soberly remarked Carl Gookenspieler, the fat
German Liberty Boy. "I was nefer such vhistling heard,
I bet me!"
"Haw-haw, nor nobody else!" roared Bob Oddy, who
laughed at everything.
Dinner being ready, the boys all sat down, the two girls
remaining, Patsy having provided an especial treat for
them.
"He is indeed a strange creature," said Alice, "but don't
you know his name, Dick?"
"Only that it is Will, so we have christened him 'Whistling Will,' which is as convenient a name as any, and quite
fits him."
"Yes, I suppose it is."
"It is-too bad that he has not his full mind," observed
Edith, syrnpathetic~lly. "He seems very clever in some
things."
"He might not be able to whistle so well if he had,"
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returned Bob. "It is a natural gift, but he might lose it if
11e knew more."
"But you will not run into any danger, going to the
British camp, will you, brother?" asked Edith, anxiously.
"I will go into no danger that I cannot get out of, sister," replied Dick, smiling.
"You had better caution Bob, my dear," said Alice,
laughing. "He is careless, while Dick is cautious."
""51hy, I don't think he is so carelesE, Alice. I have to
caution brother more than I do Bob."
"And neither pays the least attention," with a laugh.
"I'm glad you have a pleasant work for both of us, Sis,"
chuckled Bob. "I thought I was going to get them all."
The girls remained a short time after dinner, and then
went to the home of their friends, while Dick and Bob
shortly afterward set out for Paulus Hook, going in disgui e and taking ordinary horses, which were not likely
to attract {lttention as their own horses would.
Now they looked like two country boys out on an errand,
and were not likely to be noticed any more than a score
,of others.
As they were riding along the road bordered by woods,
they heard a bird singing in a tree not far away.
"I can't hear a bird whistling these days that I don't
think of the queer fellow we met this morning," declared
Bob.
"And that happens to be 'Whistling Will' himself,"
laughed Dick. "He may think that we may need him."
"Perhaps we will, shortly."

CHAPTER III.
.A. SAUCY BIT OF WORK.

The boys were riding along at an easy pace, and had not
yet reached the tavern where they had had their adventure
-of the morning, when, at a turn of the road, they heard a
sharp call for help in a girl's voice.
"Hallo!" exclaimed Bob. "Some one is in trouble."
"Let's see who it is, Bob," added Dick, darting ahead.
Rounding the turn in the road, the boys saw two roughlooking men endeavoring to drag a young girl from a
chaise, while another held the horse's head.
Dick recognized this man as one of the Tories he had
seen in the tavern that morning, and judged that the
others were the same sort.
"Let go of that girl, you ruffian!" he shouted as he
dashed ahead, firing a shot, which went through the coat
of one of them.
Both men released the girl and ran hurriedly down the
road, the others joining them.
The boys dismounted, and while Bob prevented the horse
from running away, Dick put the girl in the chaise, for
she had swooned and was in great danger of falling out.
"Get some water, Bob," said Dick, taking the reins. "I
think she will shortly recover."
Bob ran off to a little spring at one side of the road and
presently returned with his hat full of water, with some of
-which Dick bathed the girl's forehead.
She soon revived and said, in a tone of deep gratitude:
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"I am very much obliged. Those men are terrible creatures. They are Tories and hate my father, but I do not
see why they should molest me."
"Who is your father, miss?" asked Dick.
"His name is John Beattie. Perhaps you know him.
I do not remember to have seen you before. Do you live
in the neighborhood?"
"We do not live here, but we are stopping not very far
away, for a time. I met your father this morning. He is
a good patriot. So are we. We are some of the Libel'ty
Boys."
"Oh, are you?" in a pleased tone. "Then you know
Captain Dick Slater and Lieutenant Bob Estabrook? Of
course you do. Their sisters are visiting a friend of mine,
and I think they are charming girls. Do you know them?"
"Yes, we have seen them," said Bob, with a wink at
Dick, "and they are very fine girls, as you say."
Just then they heard some one whistling a lively tune,
and in another moment "Whistling Will" came around the
turn, stopped and said :
"Redcoats in the tavern, captain."
"Many of them, Will?" asked Dick.
"No; two officers. Little bird tell Will they are there.
No one else, just two redcoat officers."
"Jove! we ought to catch them, Dick!" exclaimed Bob,
excitedly.
"Yes, Bob, I think we ought. Are you afraid to go
home alone, Miss Beattie?"
"No, not at all, but, bless my heart, you are the captain
and first lieutenant of the Liberty Boys, and 1you said you
were only some of them."
"Well, we are some of them/' laughed Dick. "We ca~not always wear our uniforms, you know. It would not be
safe. Will you let Will take you home?"
"Oh, I can go alone, thank you. I am going a little
further this way first. I don't believe those men will
trouble me again."
"Well, if they do we will trouble them. Come on, Bob."
The two boys sprang into the saddle and rode away in
haste toward the tavern, where they had already had quite
an adventure, and where they were quite ready for another.
Coming in sight of the tavern, they went on less rapidly
and drew rein in front of it, seeing the two British officers
sitting at a front window drinking home-brewed ale from
great pewters, and smoking long-stemmed clay pipes.
"Taking their comfort with very few around, Dick,"
chuckled Bob.
"Yes, and evidently never suspecting the least danger.
And no one to warn them of their peril, Bob." ,
"No, not a soul."
The boys dismounted carelessly, tethered their horses
to the hitching posts in front, and made their way within.
The two officers never looked up when the boys entered,
but the few Tories who were in the place did, and the land-'
lord came forward, looked sharply at them, and was about
to say something, when Dick, beckoning to Bob, hurried
toward the officers and said quickly:
"You are our prisoners! Get out of here without delay
if you -expect to get out alive I"
"Why, you saucy--" but then the officer stopped short
as he found himself looking into the barrel of a big pistol.
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"Get up !" commanded Dick. "Cover the Tories and
the landlord, Bob."
"Why, I never heard such imperti--"
"Get up !" said Dick.
The Tories were starting forward when they found
themselves facing Bob's pistols.
The officers obeyed, and Bob quickly snatched away their
pistols.
"Fonvard-march !" said Dick. "Lead the way, lieutenant."
The two officers followed Bob, Dick hastening their
mo.-ements by a pressure of a pistol on the neck of each.
The Tories ran out at the back door and down the road
at a swift pace, while Dick said sharply:
"Up with you in a hurry or we'll carry two dead redcoats back with us. Now then, make haste!"
The two redcoats m0unted their horses, and then riding
between the boys, they set off up the road at a gallop.
They tried to get ahead of the plucky young patriots,
but Dick and Bob kept pace with them and did not care
how fast they went. _
"The Tories will be. bringing some mounted redcoats
after us," was Dick's thought, "•so the faster we go the
better."
It seemed to clawn upon the two officers' minds at length
that they were going much too fast, and they tried to
slacken their speed.
"Faster !" cried Dick. "You are not going half fast
enough!"
"You'll kill these horses," snarled one of the officers.
"Ob, no, they have had a good rest and can stand a lot
yet," with a laugh. "Don't you worry over that."
"Get along with you!" cried Bob. "I thought you redcoats prided yourselves on being able to ride fast."
The redcoats would not have minded doing so if they
had been going the other way, but the faster they went
now the farther they got away from their friends.
"Keep it up!" said Dick. "You are ·n ot at all tired
yet."
Then he heard a suspicious sound, and turned his head
to see if the redcoats were yet in pursuit.
He did not see them, but he could hear the clatter of
.
hoofs and knew that they were coming.
Bob could not hear the sound, his ears not being as sharp
as the young captain's.
Presently Dick looked back again and saw the redcoats
coming on at a tremendous pace.
They were urging their horses beyond endurance, so as
to gain upon the boys and their prisoners.
"The Tories must have picked them up without having
to go all the way to the fort," thought Dick. "They could
not have gained upon us so much if they had not."
The redcoats saw Dick look back, and now one of them
did the same.
He saw the other redcoats coming on, and gave a shout.
"Keep still!" commanded Dick. "If you shout again
you will get a bullet in you !"
The redcoats said no more, but they tried to lag behind
so as to delay the boys.
Dick and Bob gave their horses each a cut on the flank
and made them dart forward at a gallop.

"They can't go much farther," said Dick to himself, "0r
they will get too close to our lines."
Tab."lllg the road leading back of Hoboken, the boys sped
on, forcing their prisoners to go with them whether they
would or not.
At last they came in sight of the camp, and then Dick
allowed the prisoners to slacken their speed somewhat.
One of the officers tried to get off his horse, but Dick
said in a firm tone, clapping a pistol -to the redcoat's head :
"You stay where you are till I tell you to dismount.
You are as much trouble as an Irishman's pig.!'
Some of the Liberty Boys, seeing two redcoats coming'
on, thought at first that there were more and raised an
alarm.
The boys came flocking out ready to resist the advanr.e
of the enemy, as they supposed, but Dick gave a .shout, and
they recognized him and came forward less excitedly.
"Here are a couple of British officers, boys," shid Dick.
"They are very bashful and did not want to come with us
a bit."
"I should say not!" laughed Mark. "I'll "ager you had
a fine adventure getting them here."
The officers had recognized the 'two young patriots long
before they reached the camp, and knew that they had not
been made prisoners by a couple of mere country boys, as
they had at first supposed them to be.
They were greatly chagrined, however, at being taken
away by boys, and had nothing to say when some of the
boys took them over to Lee's camp and delive1:ed them
to the major.
Dick and Bob followed as soon as they could put on their
uniforms, and then the young pp.triot captain explained to
Major Lee how the capture had been effected.
"Vcry good, captain," laughed Light Horse Harry.
"The enemy will be keeping to the fort after this and :not
go wandering all over the district, carousing at this tavern
and that."
"You may be able to learn something of the number
and disposition of the enemy from the prisoners, major,"
Dick replied. "There is a half-witted fellow living around
here who has promised to find this out for me, but perhaps
you can learn it from them."
"Perhaps, captain. Who is this fellow you speak of?"
"We call him 'Whistling Will,' major, but I do not
know what his name is. He is a spy, and has already given
me some assistance, and I think I can depend upon him
for more."
"Get all you can, captain, for then we will be able to
verify what these officers say, although they may not say
anything."
"I think it quite likely that they wiU not, sir, and I will
endeavor to learn all I can of the fort."
"This was a clever capture, captain, and I congratulate
you and the lieutenant upon your pluck."
"We knew that we were taking desperate chances, major,
but we determined to go as far as we could and trust to
good fortune to pull us out of it."
"Say rather to your bravery and daring, captain," with
a smile.
The boys saluted, and then left the camp and went over
to their own, where the rest of the Liberty Boys were
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eagerly waiting to hear the story of the capture of the close by the roadside, and Dick quickly climbed into this,
being hidden in a moment.
British officers.
There were farm-houses near, but no one seemed to have
frequently
and
interested,
as
well
as
amused
They were
seen Dick, and then he could jump on his horse and get
interrupted Dick by shouts of laughter.
"Those fellows must have felt pretty small at being away in a hurry if any one gave the alarm.
He had scarcely hidden himself in the hollow tree before
marched off by a couple of boys," laughed Jack Warren.
Hessians appeared, coming around the bend in the
the
would
redcoats
the
horses,
own
your
"But ii you had had
road; and marching stolidly along.
not have gotten within sight of you," added Ben. .
Will stood in the road staring at the Hessians, and evi"No, there is not a horse anywhere about that can beat
Dick's black Major," declared Mark, "and Bob's bay is a dently greatly admiring them.
There were an officer and a number of men, all heavily
good one also."
"But not as swift as Jack's bay mare," added Bob. "Shy accoutered, and looking hot and tired, as well they might
after a march in the hot sun of a mid-summer day.
can beat anything except Major."
They halted at sight of the young man, and the officer
Jack Warren was proud of his mare, and flushed as Bob
spoke, always being pleased when the beautiful creature said something to him, whereupon he shook his head.
"You repel?" growled the officer in a guttural tone.
was praised.
Will shook his head and stared at the men blankly.
"Yes, DolJy is a speedy animal," added Dick, "and if I
"You goot subject, ya?" the Hessian officer continued,
did not have :Major, I should want her."
"You may take her any time you like, captain," said looking :fixedly at the half-witted fellow.
· "Will again shook his head, and continued to stare in
Jack, greatly pleased.
Dick had taken Jack's mare often when it was not con- the same vacant manner.
"You say 'Long lif' der King, und deat' to der repels,
venient to take his own, and Dolly knew him as well as
ya?" the officer asked, with a savage glare at Will.
she knew Jack.
The other merely shook his head and kept on staring.
Later, Major Lee sent for Dick, and said:
"Ha, you are repel, I see you at der Hook, vatching to
"Your prisoners are very close mouthed, captain, and
will say nothing about the works or the dispos.ition of the see what you shall see. You iss mein brisoner, nein? Surrenter!"
troops at Paulus Hook."
The half-witted fellow shook his head and continued to
"Then I shall l1ave to see what I can find out about them
stare, seeming not to understand what was said.
myself, major, " Dick returned.
"Do s?, captain, but remember that it is a dangerous • Dick peered cautiously out, taking very good care not
I to be seen.
..
undertakmg."
He knew that a single gia:nce·at his Continental uniform
"That will not deter me, major," with a smile.
would cause the furious fellows to fire upon him without
"No, I know that it will not."
hesitation.
The Hessians seemed to think that the lives of the patriots were to be sacri:ficedwithout question and their property seized at will, the redcoats taking no pains to disabuse
CHAPTER IV.
them of these notions.
Dick did not know what the Hes~ans might do to Will,
WILL SROWS HIS PLUCK.
,m d he drew a pistol so as to be ready to help the halfA short time after this,-.Dick set out upon Majnr, intend- \,·itted fellow in case he needed it.
The Hessian officer said.again,. more angrily than before:
ing to get as near to the works of Paulus Hook as possible
"You will say 'Long lif' der King, und deat' to der
and learn all he could, so that the next time he went he
would know something about the place and have less repels, ya ?"
"Whistling Will" shook his head ,and sa!id nothing.
trouble in approaching.
The officer swore roundly in German and said something
passed
having
gait,
good
a
at
As he was riding along
the tavern, where there were no redcoats at the momr;nt, to the men in the same language.
It was evidently an order, Dick being unable to under"Whistling Will" suddenly appeared and said, with his
stand it, not knowing German.
vacant stare and slouching manner:
In a moment, however, he knew what the order had
"Will knows something about the Hessians.
"What does Will know about them?" asked Dick, reining been.
The Hessians rushed fiercely at Will, who stood l0oking
in and looking at the mad spy :fixedly.
"They are ·coming, Will saw them; they are very mad at them with 'his hands in his pockets, and began to
because the captain ran away with the redcoats this after- whistle.
Dick peered_cautiously out from the branches.
noon, and they will keep a good watch 11.t the tavern."
The Hessians were struck dumb with ·am:azement.
Dick listened attentively and heJtrd the steady tramp of
Then they lowered their weapons.
1
men coming along the road.
"Himmel!" muttered the officer, lowering his sword and
He quickly dismounted and sent Major into the bushes
giving some quick order to his men.
at a little distance where he would not be seen.
Will continued to whistle, paying no attention, appar"Stay here, Will," he said, "and see what you can hear.
ently, to the Hessians, who s~ood staring at him in utter
The Hessians are coming. I must hide."
There was a big, hollow, thickly leaved tree standing amazement.
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They heard supposed. birds singing, birds who whistled
German national airs, German songs such as they had sung
at their schools and at their merrymakings, all these being
intermingled with the bird notes in the most remarkable
mail1l.er.
They looked up at the tree and they looked at the halfwitted fellow, seeing that he was doing the whistling and
that there were no birds anywhere to be seen..
Then birds began to fly to the tree from dili'erent directions, and to sing in answer to the sounds they heard.
"Whistling Will called to them in their own tones and
had them all whistling with him, while tJ1e Hessians looked
on in wonder.
Dick quickly realized that the spy's own pluck and cool
headedness would make it unnecessary for him to interfere.
In a few moments the mad spy began to whistle a lively
dance tune.
At once the Hessians began to grin and then to smile
broadly, and :finally to laugh as the measure increased in
vivacity, till at length they could not help themselves, and
before they knew it were keeping time, despite their heavy
weapons and accouterments.
The officer laughed outright, and then the men dropped
their muskets.
Dick could scarcely refrain from laughing as he saw the
bewigged and stolid looking Hessians wild with pleasure.
Will walked carelessly along the road still whistling the
German dance tune to which the Hessians had footed it
merrily many a time in their old homes.
The Hessians followed him down the road, while he
kept up his whistling, scarcely seeming to see them, and
certainly paying them no ·attention.
"That is one of the funniest things I ever saw," said
Dick, "but it has its serious side as well. The spy has
saved his life and perhaps mi;e by his pluck. I wonder
what he will do with them?"
The Hessians had left their guns in the road, but they
were of little use to Dick, being very clumsy and heavy, and
not worth bothering over;
The only thing to do with them was to get rid of them as
quickly as possible or to make them useless.
The Hessians were still walking down the road, and Dick
came out of the tree, and, picking up as many of the guns
as he could carry, took them to a little brook which ran
alongside the road at a short distance, and dropped them
in.
'rhen he went back for more of them, and took all that
he could manage, carrying them to the brook and dropping them in as he had done with the others.
A third trip :finished the guns, and soon all were reposing
calmly at the bottom of the brook, where they could do no
harm.
"I'd like to run off with the Hessians themselves," he
laughed, "but I am afraid there are too many of them, and
they have thair pistols if the:r have lost their guns."
Looking down the road, he saw that the mad spy had
disappeared, having suddenly darted off into the woods. •
The Hessians stopped, and then, suddenly catching sight
of Dick, came running toward him.
He whistled to Major, the intelligent animal being at
his i;ide in a moment.

Dick was in the saddle in another, and went dashing up
the road with a laugh, the Hessians running to where they
had left their guns.
By the time they found them, safe at the bottom of the
little brook, Dick was too far away for them to hit with
their pistols, and all their swearing had no effect.
"They won't go to the tavern now," he laughed, and,
true enough, the Hessians, when they had recovered their
temporarily useless guns, marched back toward the Hook.
· "That was a very clever trick of Will's," laughed Dick.
"He ·g ot rid of the Hessians, even if I did not have time to
learn very much about the works, but maybe another time
I will have."
Then he had to laugh again at the memory of the ridiculous :figures cut by the Hessians as they went down the road
while Will whistled for them, leading them away from
Dick all the time.
"The young fellow may be half witted," he chuckled,
"but be bas some very good ideas, and he has certainly
plenty of pluck."
He rod<:! back to the camp, seeing nothing of "Whistling
Will," and knowing that it would be rio use trying to get
to the Hook now with Hessians and redcoats on the road.
The Liberty Boys were greatly amused at the story of
"Whistling Will" and the interested Hessians, and laughed
till the tears ran down their cheeks.
." Sure he must be a fairy himself to make a Hessian
soldier laugh," chuckled Piatsy, "for they do be as slow
as Cookyspiller himself, an' dear knows it's as hard to make
him laugh as a stone image."
"Humbug! I was laughed choost like some oder veller
off you was somedings funny said," sputtered Carl, "but
you don'd was said it already."
"Sure if we waited for yerself to tell us what was
funny," roared the jolly Irish lad, "we'd never laugh at
all, faix."
"Dot was foolishness," muttered Carl, soberly, and all
the boys broke into a fit of laughing.
They had all quieted down and were thinking of other
matters, when Carl suddenly began to laugh immoderately.
"Whativer is the matter with ye, Cookyspiller?" asked
Patsy, in great surprise.
"I was laughed at dose Hessians what dot vhistling
veller was make to laugh already," laughed Carl. "Dot
was more funnier like eferydings I bet me."
"Yis, to be sure it wor, but it's taken ye a long time tosee it."
"Humbug!" sputtered Carl. "You was laugh at nodings,.
but when I was laugh I was got somedings to laugh mit, I
bet me."
"Yis, Oi know, but it takes ye a long toime to see it.
Howiver, niver moind that, but get yer wheelbarry an'·
come along with meself an' get something for the byes toate. There's a grand house beyant the woods where they'll
be givin' us all we want."
"All righd, I was went mit you," said Carl, and he ran
off to get a big wheelbarrow, and presently joined Patsyat the edge of the camp.
There was a little brook running through the ,voods, and
over this was a wide plank, which made a very good bridge.
For some reason, however, when Carl was going over,
having reached the middle, it suddenly tipped, or the fat·
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German boy slipped, and away he went into the brook,
wheelbarrow and all.
Patsy laughed uproariously, and a number 0£ the Liherty
Bcry-s, who were passing through the woods, came running
up to see what was the matter.
They got Carl and the barrow out with little trouble,
and the fat German boy went on, muttering:
·
"Well, dot was all righd. Dot day was been hot und dot
bath py der prook was made me more cooler, ain't it?"
"Sure it did," laughed Patsy, "an' Oi'll wheel the barry
back for ye, me bye."
"Dot was all righd, too," said Carl, who knew that the
barrow would be heavier going back:
They got it full 0£ things, and on the way back, true to
his promise, Patsy took it and went on merrily, humming
a rollicking tune to him11el£.
"Now ye'll see how aisy Oi'll go over the bridge, Cookyspiller," he said, as he wheeled the barrow onto the plank.
He went over all right, and had the barrow on the opposite bank when the plank suddenly tippPd yVith him and
over he went into the brook, the barrow with its load of
supplies being sa£e on land.
Carl let out a roar 0£ laughter, and said:
"Dot was fery £unny been, I bet me, und it don'd took
me long to saw dot, ain't it?"
Then Carl laughed harder than ever, and came across
the bridge while Patsy was getting out.
"Sure Oi donno howiver Oi £ell into the brook," he
growled as he got out.
"Dot was :for why you was so clumsy," laughed Carl.
"You was choost so easy like ein cow, I bet me," and the
funny fellow laughed again.
"Do you want to know what made you go into the
water?" asked Ben, who was on the other side.
"Sure Oi do, Bin, me bye."
''Well, it was because Carl raised the other end of the
plank."
"Sure it's no wondher thin that he knew whin t~ laugh,"
and then the jolly fellow laughed himself.

CHAPTER V.
IN AND OUT OF THE FORT.

Dick did not go out again that day, it being well on toward supper time when he returned from his trip to the
Hook after his ad,entures with the Hessians.
"If 'Whistling Will' finds out anything about the redC(?ats and Hessian~," said Bob, "it's quite likely that Light
Horse Harry will take a trip down there one 0£ these dark
nights and make some trouble for them, and give the Lll5erty Boys a chance to do something."
"I£ he goes he will take us, you ma,y be sure," replied
Dick, "especially if I find out all I can about the situation there."
Mark, Jack, Ben, Sam, the two,Harrys, and a number of
the boys were quite certain that "Whistling Will" would
. either go to the Hook himsel£ very soon, or tell Dick that
he would show him the way, and they were not surprised
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the next morning, therefore, when Will came whistling into
the camp and said :
"The little birds tell me that the water is low, and that
it will be a good time to get inside the fort at the Hook.
The captain would like to go, I guess," and Will broke off
into a laugh and then began to whistle, imitating a number
0£ birds, many of which were not known in that part 0£ th1:
country.
"That's a reed-bird he is imitating now," said Horace
Walton. "How did he ever hear it?"
"Vte don't know where he may have been, Horace,"
laughed Dick, "and besides, the reed-bird of the South ia
the bobolink of the North. Didn't you know that?"
"Well, he's a wonder, anyhow," returned Horace.
"Whistling Will" was walking about, paying no particular attention to anyone, but looking about with a vacant
stare., when Dick said:
"If you will wait a few minutes, Will, I will go with you,
and we can see about getting into the fort."
·
"Will must go now, Will can tell the captain when he
comes along," replied the strange creature, and then he
suddenly· do,e into the thicket, and the boys heard the
singing of a bird, none but Dick being able to tell that it
was not a bird, but Will whistling.
Dick disguised himsel£ in the ordinary attire of the district, looking very much like "Whistling Will" when he
le£t the camp on an ordinary horse, and set out £or the
Hook.
He i;lid not see the queer fellow till he was pretty near
the creek which crossed the peninsula, 0£ which the Hook
was the end, and hc,-e he suddenly appeared out 0£ a
clump of bushes, in which the birds seemed to be singing
blithely.
.
"Pu·t your horse in the bushes, captain," said Will, with a
strange little laugh. "The water is low; Will can talk
to the frogs and find a good way across."
There appeared to be no one about, and Dick tethered
his horse in the bushes out of sight from the road, and
walked forward carelessly.
Paulus Hook, sometimes called Powle's Hook, was a
sandy peninsula conliected with the main by a narrow,
marshy neck.
Upon this peninsula the British had erected quite strong
military works_, and used it as an outpost while they were
in possession of the city 0£ New York.
The main works were upon rising ground, one redoubt
being circular, and mounting six guns, the other being oblong, and having four lighter guns.
A deep ditch was dug across the isthmus with a barred
gate, the ditch making the peninsula an island except at
low tide, and then the marshes around it were dangerous.
"Wouldn't it have been better to have a boat, Will?"
asked Dick. "They will be on the lookout for us."
"M:en think nob.ody comes," said Will, looking up into
the air. "Leave gate open. If gate is. closed, then get
across creek, go into fort."
"All right," replied Dick, walking carelessly on till he
reached the gate and the drawbridge over the ditch.
The troops, thinking themselves in an unassailable position, had grown careless, and the gate was open, Dick
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and the half-witted spy making their way through it and
across the bridge unquestioned, there being few persons
about at that time.
They looked like two ordinary boys, who had strolled
into the place out of curiosity, and very few noticed them,
this giving Dick a chance to take in the surroundings and
make himself ac'1uainted with the arrangements of the redoubts, the aliatis, the uitches, and numerous other things,
while seeming to be simply staring at nothing of any importance.
Some Hessians came out, but they were not the same
whom Dick and the spy had met the day before, and they
did not recognize the boys.
PreEently, however, the officer of the day before came
out, but Will seemed to have known in some strange mannn that he was coming, for he suddenly disappeared.
'rhe Hessian officer did not know Dick, but glanced at
him carelessly and went on.
Having seen about all he could, Dick was thinking of
leaving tl;e place, when he saw Peleg Hensted come through
lhe gate.
The man saw Dick before he could get behind something, and at that moment a British officer and a number
of men entered the gate.
"Hi! stop that feller; he's a rebel, he's Dick Slater, the
rebel spy, the capting o' the Liberty Boys," be shouted.
Attention was attracted to Dick in a moment, and he
moveu rapidly toward the ditch, thinking to get over it
and out of the enclosure.
Then others came out of the blockhouses, and, hearing the alarm, for Peleg Hensted wa.s still shouting and
running about, they cut off the young captain's retreat.
Dick could sec nothing of "Whistling Will," and supposed that he had made his escape at the first alarm.
"He will hang about, I am sure," was Dick's thought,
"and I shall see him when I least expect it."
Some of the Heesians, hearing the cry of "rebel," ran
at Dick with fixed bayonets, when he promptly whipped
out a brace of pistols and inflicted painful flesh wounds
upon two of the ferocious fellows.
']'his made the others pause, and in a moment the redcoats surrounded Dick and kept off the Hessians.
These .fellows were as much disliked by the regulars as
by the patriots, and there was little love lost between
•
them.
The British soldiers regarded them as hirelings, the
same as the patriots did, and had little respect for them, so
that they w'ere Yery ready to prolect Dick when the
fierce fellows ran at him.
"Stand back !" cried one of the British officers. "Are
you solciers, that you do this thing? The boy is a prisoner."
"He is vun rebel spy !" hissed the officer of the day before . "He is Tick Slater, der repel."
"And a very clever fellow he is, then," laughed the
other. "I ha,e heard how you got away with two of our
officers from the tarern, anu how you dropped the guns of
the Hessians into the brook, for I suppose you did that
also. You are too clever to he run through with a bayonet,
as these Hessians would have clone."
"They would not ha,e done it, sir, if I had had pistols

enough," with a smile. " I am obliged to you, however. It
is something to meet an honest foeman."
"And you are Dick Slater, the rebel?"
"Not a rebel. We know no rebels. I am an American
and a patriot."
"He. ain·t; he's Dick Slater, the rebel!"' sno1ted Peleg.
"I seen him run off with them British officers, an' I seen
him fool the IIessin.ns. Re had a crazy feller with him.
'Where is be?"
"So you are Captain Slater, are you?" asked the other,
who was Captain Haverhill. "I am sorry you were not in
uniform, captain. You are aware what it means to be
found within our works in disguise?"
"Yes," said Dick, bra,ely, and never changing color.
"We will haYe to report the capture to Mujor Sutherland," the captain continued. " earch him."
Dick's pistols were taken from him, but no papers were
found upon him, as he never carried them.
"You are Captain Slater ?" the capt ain asked.
''Yes, he is, I tell you !" shouted P eleg.
Juet then a supposed bird was heard singing somewhere
outside the gate, and Dick knew that the mad spy was somewhPre ahout, and would do all that he could for him.
"Keep still, sir !" said the captain. "You have no busine~s here, anyhow. Leave the place at cnce."
The gates were opened lo let Peleg out, and at that moment the bird was heard singing again, louder than before.
Everybody looked up to see where it was, and Dick
took n<lvantage of his captors' inattention to trip up the
two holding him, and then to upset two or three more, and
make r., dash for the gate.
He upset Peleg Hensted into the ditch, snatched a redcoat's musket from him, and threatened another with it,
and then rushed out as a hue and cry arose, and found
"Whistling Will" close at hand with bis horse.
He sprang into the saddle anu went racing along the
neck toward the main, the mad spy suddenly disappearing, he knew not where.
The redcoats were not mounted, but they came flying
after Dick with a great hue and cry, and bullets brgan to
rattle ahout\}J.in:i in the most alarming fashion .
He lay along the horse's neck, and the bullets passed
o,er his head, some of them whistling dangerously close,
however, one of them cutting off a lock of his hair.
"That was a close shave!" he muttered to himself as he
rode on at full speed. "I don't want many such."
l:ieing mounted, even if not on Major, his magnificent
black, he had the advantage of the redcoats, but he was
•
not yet out of danger, as he quickly realized.
He was in a Tory neighborhood, and the alarm had gone
forth that he was a "rebel" trying to make his escape.
Hi Brown, one of the Tories whom Dick had seen at the
taYern, was coming along the road on the main as Dick
flew by, and he at once wheeled his horse and gave chase.
His shouts aroused others, and as Dick approached a
drawbridge oYer a little creek he saw some men hastening
to open it so as to shut him off.
Two men were working at a winch in the middle to turn
it, but there was a space still wide enough for him to leap,
1:.nd he <lushed forward and cleared it, landing upon the
draw and knocking down one of the men as he raced on.
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wonder if they are friends or foes. Both are around here,
it being so 11ear the line~."
As he was thinking whether to proceed he suddenly
found ltimseli surrou11ctr'1. men coming out from both sides
of the road from the woods, and ranging aTound him and
his horse.
"You are our 1-,ris011eT," said one of them.
They were all mask<:!d, and dressed shabbily, but the man
who had addre.,sed him spoke like a well-born p~rson, the
others not uUering a word, merely crowding about him
and Lis horse.
Dick now found that every man held a pistol in Iris hand, ·
and that every pistol was pointed in his direction.
"Fonrard '." ordered U1c man who had spoken to Dick,
and the men obeyed witho-ut a word, one of them taking
Dick's horse hy i.he Lritlle :rnd leading him.
Dick made no pl'otest, knowing there would be no uge
in doing so, lmt kept his 1·arF and eyes open to see if he
could not recognize one cf his captors.
They marched on in silence, only the tramp of their feet
being heard.
'l'here was a crossroads just ahead, and Dick wondered if
they would take it, but they kept straight aMad.
He heard the sounds of carriage wheels, and a hope rose
in his breast that some frienl might see his peril and
report to the Liberty Boys, but the sound of the wheels
gradually Jied away, and Dick could catch no glimpse of ·
the occupants of the wagon, on account of the thick foliage that intervened.
He wished some of 1.hem would speak, but preferred not
to ad.dress any of them first.
In a few moments, however, he said courteously to the
man wl10 walked beside him:
"Would you please tell me why you are taking me off
in this way?"
"That's our business," was the surly reply.
"What have I done? I don't know any of you .. ,
"But we know you, and that's enough."
Dick wondered if they did really know him in his country boy's dress.
They probably did, for there would be no reason to abduct an ordinary boy in this mysterious fashion.
Dick did not attempt any further conversation, but
CHAPTER VI.
waited till he found out what they were going to do with
him.
:MORE TROUBLE FOR DICK.
It was no case of highway robbery, for unless they had
made a very great mistake in his identity, they would
Dick had e,:caped the redcoats and Hessian!\, but he was know there,,was nothing to be gained by robbing him.
No doubt it was for the sake of the reward that the Britnot yet out of danger, as he presently learned.
commander would pay for his capture, or the hope
ish
'The alarm had not spread after he had entered the lane,
ransom from the Liberty Boys.
a
of
and he was sure that the Tories were not following him,
They rode on a short distance farther along the road,
they having kept up the chase after the redcoats had given
and then struck into the woods, going on a short way, then
it O\'Cr.
lie slackened rein, thinking that there was no particular ordering Dick to dismount.
'l'he horse was taken in charge by one of the men at the
reason just then for haste, and gave his horse an oppororders, and then the rest proceeded on foot, Dick
leader's
tunity to breathe.
"I° got awaT luckily that time," he said to himself, "and in the center, unable to help himself by any sudden device,
mauageJ to learn something of the enemy's position, but I for every man held in his hand a cocked pistol.
The woods were dense in this place, and the way diffiwould have liked to remain a little longer."
and the farther they penetrated the thicker the forcult,
He heard something ahead, and drew rein to listen .
est.
I
"
murmured.
he
here,"
about
"There are persons

Thr EeLOncl man could not work the crank alone, and
Dick went on1 urged his horse to the leap, and made it
.safelY.
P;leg Rrnsted tried to make his horse take the leap, but
the animal balked, stopped suddenly, and sent Peleg over
his head into the creek.
"'J here's a ducking for Peleg!" laughed Dick, turning
hi~ head and seei'l'g the Tory floundering in the water,
making a great outZry and doing nothing to help himself
in tlie excitement.
Dick JiJ not wait to see whether Peleg got out or not, as
Le was &till in a hostile country, and the alar;n was spreading rapidly.
He had : :- number of miles to go to get to a safe region,
~nd there were other bridges to cross and enemies to meet,
unless he could throw them off the scent.
I're;;;ently he heard a bird singing somwhere, and knew
at c.-nce tbat the spy was about, being able to tell Will's
whi,tling in an instant by this time.
'l'hen he saw the queer £ellow come out of a little lane
and point to it, and he !mew immediately that tliis was a
5afe road.
"Get up behind, Will," he said, reining in.
The • trange character laughed in his peculiar fashion,
anJ sprung up behind Dick in a moment, the young patriot then going on at fair speed.
"'l'he bullfrogs told me this was a good road," Will said,
wilh an odd laugh. "It is wet sometimes, but now it is
midsummer, and it is dry and safe."
Dick found it so, and he also observed that after a time
the sounds of pursuit died out and that all was quiet.
He did not know this road, and at times it was almost
hidden by o,erb.anging branches and the tall grass that
grew between the ruts in other places, making it look like
anything but a road.
It came out upon a road that he knew, at length, however, and then Will jumped down and quickly disappeared,
Dick hearing his whistling for some moments, however.
"He i a strange creature," he murmured.
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Suddenly they came to a halt, and one of the men drew
He crawled back to his room, and began looking about
aside some overhanging vines, disclosing a hole in a ledge for some means to reach the hole in the roof.
of rocks.
In one corner was a pile of firewood, evidently theTwo or three entered, and presently the smell of burn- supply for both fires, from the quantity.
ing pine torches was plainly perceptible, and then a light
He began poking it over, and presently came upon a
flared up a little distance back from the entrance.
bough as thick as his leg, that had not been sawed up.
'J'he leader then entered, taking Dick by the arm, while
Carefully pulling it out, making no sound as he did so,
the two men who had first entered the cave preceded them to his delight he found it wouln reach the ~roof. .
with the flaring torches.
His next care was to examine it to find if it were green,
The passage was winding for some way, then opened or dried and brittle, but though he tried to break it, bearinto a circular space, in the middle of which were the ing his whole weight on it in his attempt, it merely bent.
charred embers of a fire, directly under a hole in the roof
Just then he heard the birds calling overhead.
that served as a chimney.
He listened intently, and then murmured:
The height of the cave was considerable, too high for
"That's whistling Will, sure enough. I wonder how
a man to reach the roof without aid, while the hole itself he found out where I am so quickly."
went upward through the earth for several feet.
He answered the call, and presently an answer came to
Dick had supposed that this was to be his prison, in the him.
midst of his captors, but he was mistaken, for he was led
He dared not repeat it lest the attention of the inmates
across the chamber through another passage, a short one, of the adjoining cave hear him.
into a smaller chamber, that also having a hole in the roof.
"Whistling Will" knew where he was, and would no
At once Dick obSBned that the roof of this room was doubt find a way to help him if he could not succeed in
not nearly so high as that of the larger apartment, and helping himself.
that the hole was large enough to permit the passage of a
He put the end of the pole into the hole, but as it struck
slender figure such as his own, though it would be a diffikmlt the soft earth, the dust came tumbling clown in a chokthing to find a way to rfach it.
ing cloud.
He was left alone in the room without a word, without
Dick coughed in spite of himself, and presently he heard
being searched_. nor having his pistol taken from him.
stealthy footsteps outside in the passage.
Perhaps the fact of his being armed was not suspected,
He hastily put his pole in a corner out 0£ sight of anyfor it was not usual for country boys to go about the one who did not enter the chamber, and in a moment he
country armed, yet Dick could not divest himself of the heard the footsteps retreat.
idea that the man had spoken truly when he said that they
Then he tried another spot, but it took some time to find
knew who he was well enough.
a place that would hold the pole sufficiently secure to enable
He could hear the men moving about in the other room, him to trust his weight to it.
and in a few moments he crept softly out of his own chamHe listened for "Whistling Will" again, but could hear
ber to the entrance of the other, crouching down out of no s01md above in the open.
sight, in hopes of hearing something that might give him
He was anxious to get away as soon as possible so as to
some clew to the si~uation.
report to his commander, lest the enemy get to work be"We got him quick," he heard one of the men say, with fore he had given warning.
a satisfied chuckle.
He wished he knew just what they were going to do,
"Yes, I had no ide11 it would be such an easy joh. I
but probably even his abductors did not know that, their
thought we'd be some little time about it, but he walked
instructions being to get him out of the way as speedily as
right into us."
possible.
"All we got to do now is to deliver him up into their
He would listen again before attenipting to leave the
hands to get the money. It'll be ready for us, won't it?" he
cave, so he put his pole aside again, and crept to the enasked, rather anxiously, of someone whom Dick could not
trance or the other chamber, to find that there was not a
see.
soul in it.
"The money's all right," replied a voice, which Dick
It could not be possible that they had left him unrecognized nt onc·e as belonging to the leader of the band.
guarded,
but he stole noiselessly through the chamber into
They had taken off their masks, and Dick could see some
of the men's faces, but he did not recognize one of them. the passage, and on to the outer entrance, to find that they
They were rather a common looking lot, some 0£ the were sitting outside the cave, eating their noonday meal.
He went back to his own 'place again, taking careful
men looking as if they might have once seen better days,
of direction.
note
but Dick knew them at once as being of the kind known
He
wondered if the vent-hole could be seen from where
as camp followers, who hang on to the outskirts of an army
the men were grouped, and came to the conclusion that it
in hopes of loot.
"We ought to get an e},.tra bonus for getting him so soon, could not, for now he remembered that a ledge of rocks rose
' for now they can go ahead with their plans, without any above the outer entrance, and that accounted for the height
fear of the spying meddling of that young rebel captain," of the other cave, and no doubt his chamber lay on the
other side of that rock, so that once he could get through
remarked another.
the hole his way would be comparatively clear.
Dick was doubly alert.
So there was something on hand that they did not want
He listened for "Whistling Will" again, but could hear
him to find out.
nothing that indicated his presence in the neighborhood.
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Then he made his preparations for his ascent, carefuily placing his pole in as firm a place as he could :find,
and when it was secure, he began pulling himself up by his
hands and legs.
He had nearly reached the hole, one more effort being
needed to put him within reach of the rocks that jutted out
on one side.
He gave one more tight grip, pulled himself up some
inches, stretched up one hand to grasp the rock, when he
heard a sound.
Glancing upward quickly, he saw three faces bending
over the hole, and three hands stuck down into it, each
hand holding a pistol, pointing toward him.
Dick quickly slid down the pole to the floor of the cave,
thoroughly surprised, for he had heard nothing that gave
any hint of anyone being on watch above.
His movements must have bee heard, as he climbed up
the pole, for he was sure that no face was there when he
had begun the ascent.
He heard the loud laugh of the three men at his discomfiture, but at that moment thl)re was a slight noise at
the entrance to his chamber, and turning he saw a young
man entering with something on a platter, evidently his
dinner.
"Here's something for you to eat,'' said the young man,
. setting the tin platter down on the floor, "but this is better. I saved some for you, because I don't think so badly
of rebels as some do ever since Mrs. Beattie nursed me
through a fever. She saved my life, she did, and now her
daughter is just as good. Some say she's sweet on me,
and I'd just as soon she was, for· I'd marry her, rebel or
no rebel, if she'd let me. She brought me this drink,
that's prime, and she brought enough to give all the boys,
too, and I brought you some."
"'l'hank you," said Dick. "You were very thoughtful."
Not :finding Dick inclined to talk, the young man set
down the platter and pail, saying, as he turned to leave
the chamber:
"Better try it. It'll make you feel real good, like the
rest of us."
Dick, however, was in no mood either to eat or drink,
i.hough he felt somewhat thirsty.
He raised the pail to his nose, but smelt liquor of some
sort in it, and set it down again, for none of the Liberty
Boys touched spirituous drinks.
He was more disappointed than he would admit to
himself, for every moment counted now, he was sure, and
though '(Whistling Will" might come to his aid sooner or
later, he feared it would be too late to thwart the sinister
designs of the enemy.
He threw himself down on the floor of the cave and tried
to summon his patience to wait.
The minutes passed, though they seemed like hours to
Dick, and there appeared to be no sign of life anywhere
around.
His dinner remained untouched beside him on the :floor,
as he felt too disspirited to eat.
Then in the stillness he heard the call of a robin.
"Whistling Will must be at hand!" he muttered.
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CHAPTER VII.
WHAT A CLEVER GIRL DID.

The wagon wheels that Dick had heard at the time of
his capture were those of the chaise in which .Alice and
Edith were taking a ride. on that particular morning.
"Why, I do believe that's Dick,'' cried Alice, as she saw
the boy riding in the midst of his captors.
"How could that be?" exclaimed Edith. "This is the
patriot side."
"Anything might happen that we don't expect nowadays," replied Alice. "I am sure that is Dick, and I am
going to follow to see where they are taking him."
"Hadn't we better go back for Bob ?" asked Edith.
aAnd pray what could we tell Bob, except that someone
has run off with his captain? If we follow we can tell
where he has been taken, and that will make his rescue
all the easier."
"Very well, we will do whatever you say, Alice," replied
Edith, though Alice had not waited for her consent, having
whipped up her horse, and sped on after the men who were
going off with her boy lover.
Once she bad come within sight of the man she brought
the horse down to a walk, and kept far enough behind so
that the sound of their carriage wheels should not' be
heard.
They followed the party easily so long as they kept to
the road, but when they entered the woods the girls feared
to leave their horse alone, so Alice said to Edith:
"You remain here with the horse, and I'll see in what
direction they are going."
"But you may get lost, Alice," expostuated Edith.
"No, I won't, Alice. Don't you worry about me, but
wait till I come back, even if it is half an hour or more."
"Very well; but do take care of yourself. You are not
like Dick, to be able to get out of all sorts of scrapes,"
said Edith, with a half laugh, in spite of her anxiety.
Alice made her way through the thick tangle of underbrush, tearing her skirts, scratching face and hands with
the brambles, losing her hat, and slipping once or twice on
stones half hidden under the decaying leaves.
The men made a sort of path for her, and she kept on
in spite of difficulties, till she found where they stopped
before the bole in the ledge of rocks.
"I wonder if that is the entrance to a cave, or simply an
underground passage leading to the other side," she said
to herself, not daring to go too near, lest Dick's captors
see her, suspect her designs, and take her also.
She lingered about in the shelter of a friendly tree, and
then gave a robin's call, hoping Dick would hea.r and answer.
Sure enc;mgh, there came the answer, but it seemed to
come from overhead, instead of from under the ground.
All the men disappeared within the hole, and not a sign
of human habitation was around.
Again .she gave the robin call, and again it was repeated.
"That can't be Dick," munnured Alice, and she looked
into the trees overhead, and there saw a face peering down
at her.

,
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Edith slipped a siheT coin out of the bag that hung
It was not Dick's face., and she gave a little start, in
from her waist, and showing it to the boy, said:
:i;pite of her naturally fem:less disposition.
''If you '11 take us tlteTe in a few minutes, I'll give you
"Who are you?" she asked in a whisper.
A long form came sliding down the tree trunk, and a this."
"I gue;;s so," said the boy with alacrity, and he trotted
tall, ungainly figure stood ,before her, with his finger on
ahead, and in a short time they came within sight of a
ili3 mouth.
Re 'turned, and beckoned for her to follow, which she cornfodable looking farmhouse.
"There it is," said the boy, and Edith gave him the
<d.id, and then, when some little distance a.way, he said, discoin.
1regarding her question :
''He might be fooling us," suggested Alice, who wa.; of
'·Will has eyes Jike a hi.rd, :md can •wiggle like a snake.
Re got .away from redcoats and Tories and bad men, and a more suspicious nature than Edith.
''Oh, I think not. He "\\Ould have no Teason to mislead
follow captain to see where they take him."
"''Where is he now?" aaked Alice, eagerly. "Is there a u~," was Eclith's reply.
.. \ s they rode up to the front gate a girlish figure came
cave there, or is it a short underground cut?"
'·Will doesn·t know, but find out. Go back to the other out on the porch, nnr1 in a· moment they recognized Hattie
Beattie.
girl, and Will will co:rpe and tell you."
"Oh, I'm so glad you are at home," exclaimed Alice.
For ~ome reason Alice trusted the raw-boned youth, and
d.id as he had said, making her way back to the place wheTc "Our hor;,.e has gone la~e, and we want to know if you can
lend us one to get home."
Mc had left Edith awaiting her Teturn.
"Of course we can," replied Hattie, heaTtily. "But we
Edith·s face brightened as she saw Alice emerge from the
are just sitting down to dinner, and you must come and
~oods.
"Oh, I'm so glad to see you back safe," she exclaimed join us. I know yon haYe not had yours yet."
'·Thank you, but we can't," exclaimed Alice. "We must
with a sigh of relief. "Did you find wheTe they have taken
get back at once."
.iDick ?"
There was something in Alice's manner tliat attracted
"I don't know yet. There is a strange soTt of a boy whc,
.~id 1"e would find out fo:r me, and told me to come back Hattie's attention.
fo you, and he would follow so soon as he found out where
"What is it?" she asked. "Anything wrong?"
"Yes," replied Edith. "Some Tories ha Ye captured 111)7
.Dick is."
They did not have to wait long, for in a fe,1• moments brother, and we want to get word as quickly as possible to
they suddenly found "Whistling \"\Ull" standing by their the Liberty Boys."
'·Do you know where he is?"
.side, he having approached without- making a sound.
"Will found captain in cave. Spoke to him, and got
"Yes, ju st a short distance from here. In a sort of
nnswer. He knows Will is about."
ca re."
"What shall we do now?" asked Edith. "It is not likely
"Oh, I know that place," said Hattie, quickly. "Let m e
that they are going to keep him there long, so n ear to his see if I can't help you. We girls ought to be able to do
camp. They are probably waiting till dark ' to get him something."
"I wieh we could, and save the time it would take to get
away."
"\\·e mu~t get him away first," said Alice, decidedly.
to the camp and back," exclaimed Alice. "We are afraid
··Ye;:, but how are we going to manage it?" said Edith they will take him off where we can't find him. 'l'hey may
s1owly. "I think we will have to go back to the camp as have just stopped to get their dinner."
"I wonder if Pete Thomas knows anything about it,"
,quickly as posEible, and get the boys to attack the cave."
"'I'hat is all that I can think of now," replied Alice. said Hatti~. "I know he is in some sort of league with
""We must hurry."
some Tories. He's been boasting of expecting to get a good
They whipped up their horse and started in the direc- bit of money for some kind of work."
ti.on of the camp of the Liberly Boys, hardly waiting to
"Who is he?" asked Edith.
thank Whistling Will for his aid.
"Oh, a young man who lives about here, and whom
It was se.-ernl miles back to the ca.mp, and on the way mother once nursed through a fever, when he was working
a:he horse suddenly lost a shoe, and went lame, so that the for father, and though he's a sort of Tory, I know he'd do
girls could not urge him on.
anything he could for us."
"Oh, what a nui2ance," exclaimed Alice. "We can cl.rive
"We might try, anyway," said Alice, who was eager to
.and drive and drive and nothing happen, but just so soon be doing something.
as we are in a hurry, then he must needs lose a shoe."
Edith was more dubious.
"Amny's friends, the Beatties, live some,rhcre around
"You go with Hattie, Alice, but I'll borrow a horse and
go back to the camp so as to be sure, in case your plan
here, don't they?'' asked Edith.
"I b€lieve they do," replied Alice. "That's a good idea fails. Tt would be just as well to have some of the boys
of yours, Edith, to stop and borrow a horse," replied Alice around."
quickly. "That's just what we'll do."
"You are right, Edith," said Hattie, "and I'll haYc that
They met a boy coming along the road, and a~ked if he horse out and another in quicker'n than the shake of a cat's
knew where the Beatties Ji-red.
tail."
She was as good as her word, and in a short time Edith .,
"I guess so," replied the boy, stiuing at the two girls.
was speeding toward the camp of the Liberty Boys.
" Perhaps you'll tel1 us," said Alice.
Hattie stood a ·moment or two, evidently thinking up a
''Perhaps," replied the boy.
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plan, ani Alice, impatient as she felt, did not intenupt the first one the body of Pete Thomas lying prone on the
her.
grolmd, where sleep had overtaken him directly on leav"I've got it!'·' exclaimed Hattie at length . "Just wait ing Dick.
here a minute till I come back."
Dick was surprised enough to me Alice and her two comHattie's minute was a long one, but at length she re- paniom, but did not stop to ask questions, getting out of"
turne-d bearing a good-sized pail in her hand.
the cave as quic1dy as possible, all being afraid that some"I'll tell you about it as we go on," she said.
of the Tor;es might awaken and giYe the alarm.
Alice followed without a word, for something m HatThey made their way quickly to the road, Dick saying
tie's manner gave her confidence.
that if an:v of the men chanced to waken they might go
"You said there were about a dozen men, and I"ve got to the Beattie farm the .first thing, suEpecting that a trick
enol1gh punch here for the whole lot, and there's a strong had been played on them.
sleeping potion m it, that won·t hurt them, but giYe them
Both Dick and Alice gave Hattie their hearty thanks:
a good long sleep," and Hattie laughed mischievously.
for her quick wit, that had not only perhaps saved Dick's.
"How are you going to get it to them?" asked Alice.
life, but also aided the patriot cause by gi ring him time- '
"Mother, as I told you once, saved the life of Pete to warn the commander of the danger that was threatening
Thomas, and has clone him a lot of little kindnesses, and from some unknown source.
I don't really believe she would mind if he made up to
Hattie bade them good-by, and ran off home, while Dick
me, for. she says he reminds her of a brother who died when and Alice proceeiled along the road, "'\Yhistling Will" hav
he was about his age. · Pete thin1rn a good deal of himself, ing again disappeared.
and has tried to pay his court to me, and now he will
"If Edith has driven to the camp, the•boys will be her.?.'
surely think that he is going to be succoss.ful," and Hattie as quickly as their horses can carry them," said Dick, as
gave a roguish laugh.
they walked along, "and I don't want Hattie's folks to com£1"And you don't mind raising false hopes in his b1isom ?"' to any grief because of her help to me."
,
asked Alice, with a smile.
In a short time they heard the tramp of horses, ancl
"I'd do a good deal more than that to help the captain," Dick and Alice drew within the woods to wait and see who
replied Hattie, ~imply. "He did me a kindness, it is true, the riders might be.
but it is his work for the cause that I respect him most
"Hun-ah, it's the boys!" exclaimed Dick in a momeni
for."
or two, and he and A.lice ran forward to meet them.
'l'he two girls crossed the woods, and presently Hattie
gave a peculiar call.
Jn a few seconds the head of Pete Thomas was seen peering out at them from behind some bushes.
CHAPTER VIII.
"Here, Pete, mother has been making some punch, and
she sent a big pailful to you. Don't lose your wits by
drinking it all :yourself. You'd better share it with your
A PUZZLING CASE.
comrades."•
"Gosh, Hattie, do you think I'm a barrel, to drink all
After Dick got back to the camp he r_oclc over to :Majo..~
that?" he exclaimed, looking into the pail as he took it Lee·s quarters, and reported what he had learned concernfrom her. "Your ma was always good to me, and now ing the enemy.
you're gettin' to be just as good."
"That is ,cry important, captain," replied the major,.
"Go drink your punch, before it spoils," said Hattie, and Dick knew that he was meditating an attack, but did
with a laugh.
not wi~h to say anything about it in advance for fear h
"It'll take about half an hour to get its effects," she might get out.
said . "Xow i.he question is, how to get at the captain?"
He did not distrust iDick, but it was as well not to sayAt that moment came a robin's call from overhead.
anything of hi's plans, and Dick understood.
''I do believe that it is that funny young man again,"
Returning to the camp of the Liberty Boys, he found
exclaimed Alice, peering upward into the trees overhead. Bob and Mark engaged in conversation with a pleasant"Will will speak to the captain," said "Whistling Will," faced boy, who smiled as the young captain came up.
dropping to the ground from the branches of a nearby
"This is James Beattie, captain," said Bob. "He would:
tree.
like to join the Liberty Boys."
"That will be good, but wait a few minutes," replied
"Are you a son of John Beattie?" asked Dick. "I have·
met him and he is a thorough patriot. You must .be ff!·
Alice.
In a few moments Hattie said:
brother of Hattie's in that event."
"I am going on to see if the powder has taken effect. I
"Yes, Hattie is my sister, and my father's name Mwill call if it ha;;."
John. He told me about meeting you, and Hattie told me-It, was not long before they heard Hattie's summons, how you saved her from the Tories."
and the two hastened onward, "Whistling Will" leading
"How old are you, James?"
the way.
"Nearly sixteen, captain."
'l'he men lay around the entrance to the camp in vari"You can ride, shoot, ·and swim, I suppose? The Lihous attitudes, but all fast asleep:
erty Boys have to lead pretty acti re li Yes, and I expect
·'Whistli11g \\'ill" led the way into the cave, finding in. them to do ·very nearly everything."
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"Yes, I can do all those things fairly well, captain. I
have no horse, however."
"We can provide you with one if you join. We captured
two the other day from the redcoats."
"With the redcoats on them," laughed Bob.
" Your parents are willing for you to join the Liberty
Eoys, James?"
"Father is willing," said the boy, and Dick did not
press the matter..
"Very well, James. I shall have to see him so as to make
sure. I do not distrust you, but we always see the parents
themselves in these matters, so that there can be no misunderstanding."
"I understand, captain, and it is quite right. I will
send father over, or you can go and see him, just as you
please."
At that moment Harry Thurber came forward, saluted,
and said:
"Mr. John Beattie is outside, captain, and wants to
know if his boy James has been here."
"Ycs, he i~ here now, Harry. Let him come in. J obn
Beattie is a good patriot, and we are always glad to see
iouch."
•
"Father has told me of the trouble you had at the tavern
with the redcoats and Tories," laughed the boy. "You
must have had an exciting time of it. It was the girl there
who warned you. I know Eunice, and she is a very clever
girl."
At this moment Mr. Beattie came up, shook hands with
Dick and Bob, nodded to Mark, and said to his son:
''Well, what does the captain say, James?"
"He says that he will take me if you are willing for me
to join the Liberty Boys."
"I am quite willing, captain, for I respect you and your
company and think that you are doing a noble work.
James wants
do something for his country, a.i:id he cannot very well go into the army, but your company of boys
will be just the place for him, and he has my consent. I
know that you will take good care of him and make a man
of him, although I must say that he has been pretty well
started on the road already, as I have always tried to have
him do what was right."
"I can easily understand that, sir, from what I have
seen of yourself and your daughter," w:ith a smile, "and
1 was well impressed with James from the moment I saw
him ."
"Then it is all right?"
"Yes. The boy is in good health, has no deformities, ia
obedient, truthful and to be trusted?"
"Yes, he is all that, and as well-made a boy as most of
them. He has no physical troubles, and I have always
found him truthful and obedient."
"That is sufficient. If he cannot ride or run or shoot as
well as some of the boys, those are matters that will come
with practice, and we need not worry over them."
"He is a good boy to learn, captain, and I don't think
you will have any trouble on that score."
"No, I think not," smiling. "Some of our best boys
have been very awkward, ungainly fellows at the start."
"I am not at all astonished, captain, for I can see that
your discipline is the best, while you are all boys together,

to

so that there can be no petty jealousies nor wranglings ;;uch
as boys too often indulge in. I don't believe you have
them here."
"No, sir, we do not."
"Well, I must drive on. Will you stay with the boys,
James. or will you go home first?"
· "I think I might as well stay, father," said the boy,
simply.
"Very good. I leave him to you, then, captain, with no
fear but that he will come out all right."
"'l'hank you, sir, we will do our best," and Dick and
the boys arose and took leave of the patriot, James Beattie
going off with Ben, Sam, Jack, the two Harrys and some
others.
The boys went to a creek not far from the camp to have
a swim and enjoy themselves in other ways.
They rode, ran, shot at marks, wrestled, swam, dove, and
did other things, J arnes taking part in all these things and
showing himself fairly proficient, being good in some, and
not so good in others.
He was a very good average boy, in fact, ; md the Liberty Boys were pleased with him, his disposition being
good, his temper faiTly even, and his willingness to learn
being very apparent.
rrhe trip to the creek was for the purpose of t~sting him,
and he stood the trial very well, the general opinion being
that he was all right, and would make a desirable addition
to the company.
Some of the boys reported this to Dick, who was greatly
pleased, although he had been fa,orably impressed with the
boy from the start.
James was then provided with a uniform, a horse, a
musket and pistols, and was sworn in as one of the Liberty
Boys, taking an oath to defend his country, come what
might, and to support the Liberty Boys in all that was
right, giving the!I\ help whenever they needed it, and to be
obedient and diligent in all things.
He seemed very proud to be a member of the company,
and the boys were all pleased with him;· finding him a
pleasant companion, full of good nature, ready to learn and
eager to take his part in all that went on.
At dusk Dick sent him with an errand to the ho11se where
the girls were st-'1ying, some of the others going off on another errand.
Lord Stirling, who was one of the patriot generals, was
stationed at some little distance, and Dick sent Jack Warren, Ben and the two Harrys to his camp with a message
which Major Lee had entrusted to him, knowing that they
would deliver it safely.
They did their errand, and were returning after dark
along a shady road, being obliged to proceed cautiously,
when they came to a house by the roadside where there were
lights, the windows being open and some men sitting by one
of them talking.
Ordinarily the boys would have gone on without paying
any attention, but Jack suddenly reined in when opposite
the house, and gave utterance to a low signal, the boys
having many of these.
"Keep in the shade, boys, don't let them see you. Come
with me, Ben."
"What is it, Jack?" asked Ben, as he dismounted.
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"Well, at any rate, it is fortunate that we discovered his
"I heard something I don't like," answered Jack as he
stole forward, keeping out of the light from the window treachery so ;:.oon," replied Ben, "for now be will have
and stopping just under it.
very little chance to do mischief."
"I can :find out more about the rebels and capture Dick
"He won't have any if we catch him," muttered Jack.
Slater," someone said, and Ben could scarcely repress a
At that moment a horse was heard going in the other
start of surprise.
direction at full spEed.
The voice was that of the new recruit if he had ever
heard it.
"That's what we want to do, boy," replied a man. "He
CHAPTER IX.
got away from us, but maybe you could manage it better."
"Yes, my sister and those ' two girls helped him, but I
A PUZZLING AFl!'AIR EXPLAINED.
guess I could do better, because I have been to the camp
and know some of the fellows."
"Hallo !" said ,Tack, "he bas gotten ahead of us ! He
"That's all right. We'd like to drive the rebels out, but
must
be going somewhere else before going back to the
if we cap get hold of Slater I guess "·e can, for the young
camp."
rebels can't do anything without him."
"Unless that was someone else," observed Ben.
The men and the boy went away from the winqow, their
"Yes, that is so. We will wait and see if be comes this
,·oices being less distinctly heard, and Jack said to Ben
way."
in a whisper :
They waited in silence, two on each side of the road, and
"You know w lio that is, Ben?"
presently heard someone coming along the road at a gal"Yes, and I neYer would have suspected it."
lop.
"Get up on my shoulder, Ben, and see if you can see
"He'll go back there all right," said one.
him. We want to make sure."
"Yes, and fool the rebels proper."
Ben climbed up and looked in at the open window, seeThe boys suddenly dashed out into the road, and Jack
ing two men and a boy at the farther end of the room.
cried sharply:
The boy wore the uniform of the Liberty Boys, and, as
"Halt, you thundering Tories! Catch them, boys!"
he turned his profile, Ben had all he could do to repress an
The horses of the strangers reared, and one of them waa
exclamation of astonishment and rage.
thrown, the otbeT dashing right into the woods and plungJack quickly let him down and said, eagerly:
ing through a brook, as the boys could tell by the sound.
"Well, are you i:mre ?"
The man who was thrown scrambled to his feet and hur"Yes; be is still in uniform, and talks of betraying us ried away, and Jack paid impatiently:
as glibly as he would talk of going on a bunting expedi"We were a little too quick, I am afraid. Well, we will
tion."
go back to the camp and expose this fellow. He won't be
"It is very strange bow we could have been so easily able to do much mischief in this time, for 'Dick never endeceived, Ben. Dick, Bob, Mark-the whole company, in trusts our secrets to new recruits, and be will not learn
fact, have all been taken in."
verv much."
The boys stole away and joined the two Harrys.
The boys rode on and at length reached the camp, where
"But, Jack," said Ben, "John Beattie is a patriot, and they found that James bad uot yet•returned.
Dick has every confidence in him. Could he have been deJack and Ben went at once to Dick's tent, wb~re Ben
ceived in his own son, or did be purpoaely send the ooy said gravely:
there to betray us?''
"Jack has something to tell you of the utmost import"I don't undertitand it. Either Beattie is the blackest ance, captain. He discovered it, and so he ought to tell
you, but if I can help him out I will do so."
kind of a deceiYer., or he bas been fooled by his son."
"What is it, Jack," asked Dick. "You seem to be
"But Beattie has a good name, Jack, and Dick trusts
him . We haYe seen Hattie, and she, with the girls, helped greatly troubled." '
"So I am, captain, and puzzled as well."
Dick out of a scrape to-day. They are friends, and we
Then Jack told Dick what he had seen and·heard, Ben
have seen Beattie himself, and know him to be a patriot."
"Then the boy is a mis~rable young sneak, and has de- corroborating him in all important particulars.
Dick questioned them closely, not that he disbelieved
cei Yed bis own father, BE!n, and that is all we can make out
of it. Let us wait in the shade and catch him when he them, but because he wished to get a full understanding of
comes along. He will be returning to the camp before the matter.
"I am as much puzzled as you are, boys," he said. "I
long."
The boys went on in the shade of the trees, taking good believe that Mr. Beattie is a true patriot, and cannot uncare not to be seen from the house, and then waited in derstand how his son could have deceived him so thoroughthe dark by the side of the house so aa to -surprise the ly. It is a bad thing for us in many ways, and it looks ag
if anyone could deceive us, and that we cannot read chartraitor as be came along.
"I don't understand how we could all have been de- acter. I hope that some mistake has been made, although
ceirncl," muttered Jack. "I£ you and I and some of the I do not see how it could be."
"It is an unfortunate business, captain," resumed Jack.
boys had been fooled and gotten a wrong impression of
J1im it would not seem so strange, but for Dick and Bob "The only thing about it that is at all in our favor is the
fact that we discovered the cheat so soon."
and eve.rybody to be caught seems remarkable."
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Tbe boys were told to report the return of James Beattie as won as he came in, but nothing was said about his
treachery to the Liberty Boys.
An hour later, the new recruit not having returned, although he should lmve been back before Jack and his party,
sorneoo.e was heard whistling outside the camp, and i.hen
"Whistling Will" came in care]essly, looked around, and
went to Dicks knt.
"Somebody is fqoling the captain," he said, absently.
"Will knows. Captain come with \Vil!. He show something. Bad men want to fool captain. Come with me.'
""What is it all about, Will?" asked Dic1'-.
"Bad men, Tories, steal Liberty Boy, want to do hurt to
captain. Boy lie, boy bad. Will show captain. Come."
Dick did not understand all this, but he seemed to connect it with the case in hand in some manner, and so he
said:
"All right, Will, I will go with you at once. Is it far?"
"No, not far, take horEe some way, walk some WJly."
Dick at once saddled Major and called Jack and Ben.
"You had better go with me, boys," he said. "This mad
fellow has gotten hold of something which I think will
clear up the mystery of to-night, and I think you had better go with me."
The boys were quic)dy ready, and set off with "vVhistling
Will" as a guide, going on rapidly.
To Ben's grent surprise they halted at the very house
where he had seen the traitor, although it was now all dark
and apparently deserted.
"'l'his way, captain," said Will. "Leave horse."
'rhe boys left their horses in the thicket where no one
would see them, and set off with i.he mad spy through a
dense wood. where all was as dark as pitch.
The mad fellow seemed to find his way without trouble,
and Dick had Yery little, but Jack and Ben would have
been lost if the others had not guided them.
'rhey at length came out into a. little opening, and here
they dimly saw a little house, there being many trees behind it.
"A strange looking place," muttered Dick.
As they advanced toward the house, where everything
was dark, they hea:rd a sudden crash at one side, and then
something tearing through the bushes.
"Hallo ! come back here !" shouted a voice which Ben
and ,Tack declared to he that of James Beattie.
"There he is now!" hissed Ben.
"Sh ! careful. That is not the boy."
"Who is it then, captain?"
"I don't know, but it is very like him."
"Confound it, the fellow has escaped, Jim, and now all
. the fat will Le in the fire unless we can intercept him."
"I don't see how you're goin' ter, boy, 'cause he knows
the way as well as you."
"But he is on foot, and if we take horses--"
The call of a whip-poor-will was heard at that moment,
and Jhen a sudden crash, as of a door being open.
Dlck and the boys darted forward, and found that the
door of the little house had been broken down.
"Quick, Jim, someone has found us out!" and Jack and
Ben were ready to declare that the new recruit had uttered
the word~.

Thry heard a crash, as if of rnmeonc going out of a window, and then the mad spy lighte<l a rnlplmr match, and
the boys found a bit of a tallow dip lying on a shaky little •
table just under the window.
This was open and had been broken, the door of a closet
in a corner J:!anging by one hinge.
On the floor near the table-was a coat and waistcoat and
cocked het, such as were worn by the Liberty Boys.
Dick picked up the coat and looked in the _inner pockets,
finding in one of them a brief note, reading a follows:

":HY DEAn Y ou~G Fnrnxn : Your plan seems a good
one, and I trust that you will be able to carry it out.
"YAN BUSKIRK.

-" To John Beattie, Jr., Addressed."
"Who is John Beattie, Jr., boys?" asked Dic:k, handing
the note to Jack and Ben. "The boys who jumped out of
the window, perhaps. It certainly was not James. I begin
to see my way out 0£ this muddle."
"Well, your ears are sha1•per than ours, captain, but I
certainly thought it was James," declared Jack.
So did I," said Ben, "but I shall be ,·cry glad to know
that it is· not. One hates to think tbat-i1e has been so deceived in a fellow."
"Someone has been kept a prisoner here, boys, and has
escaped. You saw someone wearing this coat and talking
treason. That is the boy who last jumped out of the window. The fir~t one may have been James. He saiJ nothing
and so we cannot tell."
"Where is that mad fellow?" asked Ben.
"I don't know. Gone out of the window, perhaps. Let
us return. We can do nothing here."
Dick took the uniform coat and went away, blowing out
the candle, and, then, they all went back to where they
had left the horses, neither seeing nor hearing anything of
"Whistling Will."
Then, mounting their horses they roJe away toward
the camp.
*
*
*
*
'l'hc camp of the Liberty Boys ,rn~ quiet, the fires having burned low, when Will Freeman, on guard near the
rough road, heard someone, coming through the roa<ls at a
rapid pace.
"Halt! Who goes there?" he calh~cl sharply.
'l'he person came on at a teri-ific gait, tore into the camp,
and, falling at Will's feet, exclaimed:
· "Don't let anyone in that calls him3elf by my name, he
means to betray the Liberty Boys!"
Will stirred up the fire, and the two Harrys an<l a number of the boys came forward.
Then, they saw James Beattie, dressed in rags and
scratched by briars and nearly exhausted, crouched on the
ground.
"Where is the captain?" he asked.
"He has gone out," said Sam, and then Bob and )fork
came up.
"What is the trouble, James?" aske<l Bob. "Where ha,e
you been? We expected you long before now."
Bob Estabrook, although impulsive, impetuous and outspoken, was nevertheless just, and he determined to let the
boy speak for himself before accusing him .
"I should have spoken of it," the new boy said. "So
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should father;but we never do, and we did not suppose he
"Yes, they did, and so did all the boys who knew of it."
was.about."
At this moment a clatter of hoofs was heard, and pres"Sp€ak of what, James?"
ently Dick and the two Liberty Boys came in and dis"Of my brother John. We are twins, b"ut he is a Tory. mounted.
So is mother, but she says nothing. John has made trou"He has come back, Dick, and he is not a traitor," said
ble, and has not been at home for some time. We never Bob. "We have found out all about it."
speak of him, and did not think that he was in the neigh"So have we, Bob," rejoined Dick. "'Where is he?"
borhood."
"Here I am, captain," said James, coming forward.
"Go on, James," said Bob. "You have been in trouble, "Did you think I was a traitor?''
you are worn out, and you are in rags. vVhere is your . "I hoped you would be able to explain it, James, and
uniform?"
now I know you can. The boys shall know all about it,
"They took it away from rue. You have not seen me and you are still one of us."
here till now! That is, someone whom you took for me?
I feared he would come, and I flew as fast as I could."
"Your brother looks like you?" asked Bob. "Then, Ben
must have seen him. Did he l1ave on your uniform?"
CHAPTER X.
"Yes, we look alike, talk alike, and only a few persons
can tell the difference."
CHA.SING THE TORY BOY.
"That was what deceived the boys," said Harry Thurber.
"I thought it was the same voice myself."
James was Ycry glad that the matter had been explained,
"So did I," declared the other Harry, "but we did not as things looked very black for him at one time, and but
see him."
for "Whistling Will," they might have continued to look
"You have seen him, then?" asked James eagerly.
so much longer.
"Yes, at a house on the road, a mile or more from here.
Dick questioned him abput his brother, and easily saw
There were men with him, one called Jim and others."
why neither he nor his father wished to talk about him.
"Yes; they are Tories, and bad men. They ,rnulu turn
"You knew us to be patriot.~, captain_," J anres saiu, "and
against anyone if they could make money by it. There is I did not think anything about John, not having seen
a plot against the captain and these men are in it. I heard him in some time, and I suppose father did not want to
some of it, but not much. They locked me in a closet, but say anything, if he did think of him."
I heard ,Jolm and the rest talking."
"No, I suppose not, and it o'hly happened that your
"In the house that we saw?" asked Harry Judson.
brother chanced to be in the neighborhood. I presume
"No, in another deep in the woods: I never could have that if you bad known that you would haYe mentioned the
gotten out of them alone, but a strange creature told me to fact of the great resemblance between you."
follow the birds, and I beard them whistling and hurried
"Yes, we undoubtedly woul<l., knowing that John would
on till I got to the road."
do anything to hurt the Liberty Boys." ·
"H'm! that was 'Whistling Will,' and he is a strange
"How did he know that you had joined the company,
creature, indeed," spoke out Bob.
James?"
"Who is be?"
"I don't know., unless some of the Tories told him, hav" ..:-\. half-witted fellow, who has given the captain a great ing seen me. He chuckled over catching me, and when
deal of assistance. He is a spy and a good one. He whis- be put on my uniform and gaye me those rags, he said he
tles so that you cannot tell that it is not the pirds. At would come here and learn all about us and then capture
least, I cannot, but the captain can."
you and give you up."
James .now arose, feeling somewhat rested, although the
"Did you know that he had some_ sort of business with
boys could see that he was worn out, and they brought him Van Buskirk at the fort on the Hook?"
another uni.form and spoke kindly to him, showing that
"I knew that he was in with the Tories and very likely
they trusted him.
to have something to do with the redcoats. There is some
"Xever mind talking now, James," said Bob. "When attack that they are going to make, and they' want to get you
the captain gets back, you can tell him all about it. We out of the way, as they think you spy on them too much."
were very much puzzled, for we feared that we had been
"Yes, I knew of that myself, but could not learn where
decei,ed, although we could not see bow it was possible the attack was to be made."
"I could not learn that either, as they had me shut up in
for the whole of us to have been fooled. Then the strange
mad fellow, 'Wl1istling Will,' came in and told the captain u closet, and it was a hard matter to make out all that was
something, and he went off with him, taking Jack and said."
Ben."
"Yes, it would be, of course."
"When I did not hear them talking, I bur~t open the
"It was Ben who thought he saw me with the Tories?"
"Yes., and it nearly broke his heart. He could not un- door, and then burst the window open and got away. The
derstand it. Neither could Jack, for they both trusted you crazy fellow helped me, or I should have had a good rleal
more trouble in getting away."
and thought yon were all right."
"Yes, and he has given me much valuable assistance. Do
"Did they say it was I whom they saw?"
"They thought it was, and they had to report the matter you know anything about him?"
"No, or vm:y little, at any rate. People call him crazy,
to the captain. That was their duty."
and he has very lltt-le to say to anyone, but goes about
"But they felt sOTry I.or me?"
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whistling. They say that he can charm the very birds
with his whistling."
.,
"Yes, I have seen him do it. Ile. may not be as mad
as he· seems. We have christened him 'Whistling Will,'
and the name seems to fit him very well. He certainly is a
wonderful whistler."
At that moment Will was heard whistling outside the
camp, although only Dick knew that it was he, and the
young captain arose and followed the sound.
He found the strange fellow in the woods outside the
,camp, \Yalter Jennings, who was on guard near the spot,
being unable to tell whether it was a bird among the
branches or the spy.
"We shall have to get used to that queer fellow," he
laughed. "It is fortunate that he is on our side, for he
might creep right up on us, and learn a lot about us if he
wasn't."
''Yes, so he might," dryly, "but fortunately I can distinguish his whistling, and then I know that he is with us."
"Bad boy has been to camp, knows where it is," said
Will. "Wants to take captain prisoner," and he broke off
in a iaugh, ending in a lot of bird notes, which greatly puzzled Walter.
"He will not come again, Will," returned Dick. "We
are too near the major, and then his brother is here now,
and we would know him if he came." ·
"Will find out about redcoats," the other went on, as if
not noticing what Dick had said, "tell captain, -put him on
his guard," and then the strange creature suddenly dove
into the woods, and th~, could hear him whistling for some
little time. ·
"Sure, ·if Oi cud phwistle loike that Oi'd charrum all
the bins off the roost, an' the byes 'wud ni ver lack fot a
good dinner," said Patsy, who was standing near.
"Dose shickens don'd was birds, Batsy," said Carl
soberly.
"An' what else are they?" asked the Irish boy, with a
grin.

"Dey was shickens, off course. It wis easy been to got
dose shickens der roost off. All you was doed was to waited
till dey was to sleep went, und den you took dem off uno.
dot was all."
"Sure, Oi'll watch me hin roosts whin Oi do be settlin'
down for a quoiet life, me bye," laughed Patsy.
"Humbug! You don'd was got quiet till you was dead,
I bet me."
"Sure, an' Oi won't be thin~ for 0'11 have to be a ghost
an' fly all over, frikenin' bad fellys like yerself."
"Foolishness ! Dere don'd was some ghosts, I bet me.
Dot was old womans talking, dot was."
"No, sor. Sure ivery owld family in Oirland do be havin' its ancesthral ghost, an' they do get to foightin' tremenjous among thimselves over the question of who is the
owldest an' most respictable, just loike live folks, begorry."
"Gone ouid mit you, dose dead peoples don'd could
fought."
"Sure they can, an' it's manny the scrimmage Oi've seen
bechune thim of a moonlight noight, phwin Oi wor goin'
past the graveyard."
"Gone ouid mit you! You was went so fast when you
was by dot graveyard went, dot you couldn't saw nodings."
"Go on, ye robber, sure Oi'd go by aisy as if Oi were

walkin' down the Broadway on a foine afthernoon with all
the purty girruls shmilin' at me, do ye moind."
"Ya, dey was smiled at you," with a laugh, "but dose ,
smiles was so loud dot you could heard dem vrom der Commons to der Powling Green."
Later that night the two comical Liberty Boys were on
guard near each other, so that they 111et every now and
then, exchanged greetings, and went on their way.
Presently when they met, Patsy said, in an -awed
whisper:
"Whisht, Cookyspiller, do ye see that? Sure, -it do be wan
o' thim hobgobblers we wor talkin' about!"
"Where it was?" asked Carl. "I don'd saw somedings."
"Roight there, forninst ye, me bye," pointing a trembling finger at something white a little distance away.
It was the moon shining on a little spring, and making
a gleam of white amid the darkness.
"Do you see it now?" whispered Patsy.
"Ya, I saw it. Dot was noddings. Dot was dcr moon,
already. What you was scared a.bouid ?" and the fat German boy let out a roar that set an owl in a tree to hooting, and brought a number of the boys to the spot in haste.
"What's the matter?" asked Harry Thurber.
"Dot was Batsy's ghost, but I t'out dot was all moonshine."
"Patsy's ghost?" with a laugh. "Why, boy, Patsy im't
dead yet, and how can he ha,e a ghost when he is still
alive?"
"He was got ein ghost by his family, und dere it was,
all moonshine," and Carl laughed again.
"You two fellows better look out for redcoats and Tories
and let all ghosts alone," laughecl Ben, who had come up
with Harry and some others.
"Sure, Oi niver do be disturbin' thim at all," said Patsy,
''but if they do be comin' around how can Oi help it, Oi
donno?"
The boys all laughed, and then the two ·comical Liberty
Boys resumed their beats and all was dark and still again,
and there were no more alarms that night.
In the morning Dick and a number of the Liberty Boy;:
set out on their horses toward Paulus Hook to see if anything was going on of a suspicious character, and to watch
the Tories, whom they suspected would be trying to make
trouble.
There were with Dick, besides Bob, Ben, Sam, the two
Harrys, Jack Warren, on his speedy bay mare; Will Freeman, Ned Nash, and a dozen more, for Dick thought it
well to have a pretty good party in case the Tories becamE'
troublesome.
Dick did not take the new recruit with him on thia occasion, although he often did take the new boys along, in
order to give them experience.
~ames was the last one they saw when they left camp,
as he happened to be on guard at the time, and this was
presently brought to the minds of all of them.
_They were about a mile from the camp, when, coming
around a turn in the road, mounted on a fine looking horse,
the boys saw a boy who was the very image of James
Beattie.
"Jove! there's Jim!" cried Lishe Green. "How did he
get here?"
"If I hadn't seen him at the camp the last thing when
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we le£t, I should iay it was James, sure enough," declared
Jack.
"That's 'the boy I saw last night," whispered Ben.
"Forward!" hissed Dick. "That is John Beattie, the
boy who wonJ.d have betrayed us."
As the boys dashed on, the strange boy evidently took
fright, for he quickly wheeled his horse and went off like a
shot.
"Come on, Bob, Jack, Ben, and as many as can!" crid.
Dick.
The young Tory had a speedy horse, but not as fa~t as
Dick's :Uajor, Jack's or Bob's, and he needed to ride harcl
to get away from Ben on his roan and the two Hanys on
their sorrels.
"Forward!" shouted Dick. "We must catch the young
scoundrel. He knows too much."
Down the road racec1 the boy, follo"'eu closely by Dick.
Jack, Bob, Ben, and the hYo Hurrys, in the order named,
the others stringing out after them, but going on at goo:1
speed.
''Keep on with Dick, Jack/' cried Bob. "Never mind
me. Your mare is faster than my bay, and you want to
catch the fellow, so never mind precedence."
John Beattie quickly realized that the boys were bound
to catch him, and that they would do so unless he could
greatly increase his speed or avoid them in some manner.
"Come mi, you rebels!" he shouted defiantly. "I'll lead
you a chase., I promise you!"
It was but an idle boast, for the twO' leaders rapidly
pulled up on him, and Bob and the second string of boys
were not far behind, and coming on rapidly.
"Go as fast as you like, captain," said Jack bravely.
"Dolly can keep even with Major for a time, although l1e
can beat her in the long run, of course."
Dick and Jack fairly raced after the fugitive, and, sho0ting a quick glance behind him, the latter saw that he must
make a bold move or he would be speedily captured.
There was a little lane, a short distance ahead, leading
from the opposite side of the road, and John swerved, as
if to dart down it, but Dick knew from a certain movement that he was not going to do so.

dismounted, Bob, Ben, and the two Harrys sho1·tly coming in sight on the other side.
''He bas probably gone down stream, and we must t .
and catch him if we can," said Dick. "Come on, Jack.""
'l'he two boys followed the bank, leaving their horses
e
the bridge, and in a few moments Bob came upon
bridge.
Dick pointed down stream, and at the next momen :h~
saw a head appear on the surface some little distance be1o-w.
"Send some of the boys on the other side, Bob!" he
shouted, as he and Jack pushed on shortly followed by Bo'.
and Ben.
The two Harrys waited to direct the other boys, as t:bey
came ~' and shortly joined Bob, leaving someone belml.c.
to direct the stragglers.
Dick lost the swi'r:nmer for a few moments, but saw hlw
again trying to make for the opposite bank.
Then Sam saw him and set up a shout, which hurried
the boys with him, and warned John that it would be dangerous to land where he had expected to.
Then, he turned toward the other shore, Dick, Jack ~<i!
the rest hurrying on noiselessly to intercept him.

CHAPTER XI.
ANOTHER HOT CHABE

With Liberty Boys on both sides 0£ the stream hu.nying along to catch him as he came ashore, the Tory bofa
case seemed desperate, and, unless some unforeseen co11eplication arose, his capture appeared certain.
The boys on both sides of the stream soon saw him ar.c
hurried on to catch him when he tried to land.
He had gotten rid of his coat and kicked off his slJOEu,
that he might not be hampered in his swimming, and presently th e boys saw him sink deep in the water.
Bob signalled to some of his boys to wait in case J◊JJn
should swim up stream, and Sam on the other side did -the
same to his boys, Dick and Jack going down in case 1Le
swimmer should go that way.
"Dou·t take the lane, Jack," he said, in a tone loud
He was probably able to swim under the wate:r for
enough for his companion to hear, but not for John to a certain distance, and he was going to try and fool Ue
catch .
boys, knowing that his case was desperate.
As Dick had supposed, the fugitive suddenly shot past
On Sam's side of the stream there was presently 3
the lane, expecting that the Liberty Boys would go down marshy stretch, which would cause them to take a wid~
it, but in this he was disappointed.
detour, while John, being in the water, could keep rig.b
The thunder of hoofs just behind him showed him that on.
He shortly came up, as Dick knew he mus{, and wr,.s
his trick had failed of success, and he went on faster than
was safe, either for him or for his horse.
seen passing the swampy stretch.
He kept on that side of the stream, and presently Dick
They lost sight of him presently for a few moments, as
he flew around a thickly wooded turn, something beyond and his party were obliged to go around to get pnst a
which there was a bridge over a considerable stream.
impassable thicket and swamp.
"He will not come over to this side now," said Dick to
Dick and Jack just saw the hose disappearing, and saw
that it was riderless.
Jack, "and will, no doubt, soon land on the other ba:ni.
Then, as they went thundering npon the bridge, Di<'k Sam and his boys cannot overtake him, now."
Indeed, they presently saw the Tory boy land on gwfil
saw a. hat on the water and recognized it as the one the
dry ground and hurry away, being shortly out of sight.
fugitive had last worn.
"Halt on the other side, Jack," said Dick. "He ha~
Then Dick signalled to Sam to give up the chase.
"Well, we gave him a lively chase, at any rate," mu.jumped off his horse while going over the bridge."
Both boys halted a little beyond the bridge and quickly , tered _Bob, as they turned back toward the bridge.
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" Yes, and he must know by this time that the Liberty
Boys are a determined lot of fellows," added Dick.
PJ;le will keep out of our way, now," observed Jack,
~,,r_ i: he knows that we will captme him on sight if we can."
''It does not so much matter," continued Dick, "if peo.ple rmder~tand that there are two brothers and so do not
attr.ibHte John's misdeeds to James. If he attempts to
,thmw discredit upon his brother, then we must capture
.h.im •and put him out of the way of doing any mischief."
The boys .all joined at the bridge and then rode on a
fe~ir .miles when, s.eeing a large detachment of Hessians
eoming toward them, they quickly wheeled and rode away.
1
"But
' Those foreigners .are too lively," sputtered Bob.
for: them, we might have gone on and learned something."
"Well, you ought, at least,.to give them a chanc~ to earn
their money, lieutenant," laughed Jack. "As long as they
are paid they ought to be made to do something."
"I ,suppose they ought, but I would put them to digging
•dit.ch.oo and cleaning out stables," with a snort, "instead of
ehasing patriot boys, and preventing their :finding out
1
things."
~ The boys all laughed and rode on, crossing the bridge,
and then taking the way to the camp.
The boys did not say anything to James about having
chased his brother, but Mark and a number of the boys
h ,1rd of it and were greatly interested.
" The fellow will try to do Jim a mischief by doing
thin.gs and laying the blame on his brother," declared
Lishe. "I think he's just that sort o' critter."
I would not be surprised," replied Mark, "and I am
sor ry that the boys did not get him. I guess they tried
pretty hard, though."
:,1 guess we did," laughed Jack, who was the particular
chu.m of the young second lieutenant. "He is clever, I will
admit, and took every advantage that offered."
Later that forenoon, John Beattie, Sr., came to the camp
wtth Hattie and the 'gids, and Dick told him of his other
son 's misdeeds, and how for a time James had been under
,mspicion.
,r. The hoy has always had Tory tendencies," said the pati·i,1t, "and we have done everything we c.ould to change
1ti111. We might have endured that, however, if he had
remained hone,;;t, but he associated with the worst sort of
ch:.n·.aeters, and was .a .great trial to his mother, .:finally leaving home to escape arrest for certain misdeeds. You can
rf:Jdily understand why neither James nor myself menh ,)ued him."
,1. Yes, easily."
" Still, had either of us known what was likely to happen,
we would have done so, but neither of us suspected that
h · was in the neighborhood, or we would have warned you."
" Yes, I know that, sir," replied Dick. "Fortunately, we
discovered the cheat in good time, and then James came
t0 the camp at once upon his escape, and we were able to
~orrobora1,e what he said."
'·I would not say anything to him about your adventure
of to-day, for he is fond of his brother, for all his misdeeds,
and this would unnerve him."
'' No, we decided that it was best to say nothing," shortly.
The girls and Hattie Beattie remained to dinner with
1the Liberty Boys, while Mr. Beattie drove away, promising
to return later for his da.ughter.
0

• (I,

· "How does he know that some of the boys would not
want to see her home?" laughed Jack. "He ought to know
that he was a boy himself once."
"You were thinking of asking to see .her home yourself,
weren't you, Jack?" asked Mark, who was a bit of a tease.
"Oh, was .I?" carelessly.
"Well, you were, were you not, Jack?" persuasively.
"You said I was, Mark," with provoking indifference .
"Yes, but were you? You ha,e no girl, you know."
"Oh, haven't I?" with a quiet smile, which set Mark
1
off again.
"Have you, Jack?" he asked eagerly. "Who is she?
Have I ever met her? What is she like, where does she live,
what is her--"
"Oh, but I didn't say I had, old man," with a chuckle.
"I just asked you if I hadn't."
"You're a humbug," laughed U-ark, who saw that he
·
could not get the best of his chum.
"But I can tell you who would like to go home with
Hattie," Jack continued, in a serious tone.
"Who is it, Jack?" eagerly, for Mark wanted to tease
someone.
"Patsy Brannigan!" laughed Jack, for Patsy was known
to be in love with all the girls.
"Humbug!" retorted Mark, laughing in spite of himsel.f
at having fallen so readily into the trap which his chum·
·
had set for him.
Dick and Bob we:re· going home with .Alice and Edith
shortly, and the two H_arrys were quickly impressed into
going along with Hattie, who had concluded not to wait
for her father.
Dick and Bob rode with Alice and Edith, while the two
Harrys rode one on each side o.f Hattie, all chatting gaily.
Harry Jud,;;on had a sweetheart in the Mohawk valley,
and Hany Thurber had one in South Carolin.a, so that
neither could be said to be trying to cut the otber out, and
they all got along :famouEly.
They had gone some little distance when Dick sudde1;.ly
caught sight of John Beattie, the younger, coming along
at good speed.
"Corue on Bob!" hj:saed Dick. "Look out for the girls,
Harry."
Then, away dash,ed the two young patriots, young .John
wheeling his horse in a moment and going at full speed
down the road.
"What is the matter, Harry?" asked .Alice, as the two
boys and Hattie came on.
"That fellow was a spy," replied Hany Thurber, "ana
they wanted to catch him."
"Oh, I can understand that," said Edith, "but the way
they flew off without the slightest warning would give one
the impression that they had suddenly lost their heads."
Hattie had not seen her brother, and the boys were very
careful not to mention his name.
'Being a little behind the rest she had not serm young
J chn, nor any one in fact, and so it was easy for the two
Harrys to keep her in ignorance of the whole affair.
The Tory boy, ]mowing the determined nature of the
two young patriots, did not waste any time in trying tq
fool them, but dashed off as fast as he could go and hurried down tlie nearest lane, 1getting off his horse as quick
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as he could, and taking to the woods, where it would be II
difficult to follow.
The horae went on down the lane, and the boys took up
the trail of the Tory boy.
They speedily saw that it would not be an easy matter
to track him, however, as there ;vere swampy tracts and a
brook and some very thick woods to be encountered, the
fugitive first going through the swamp and i.hen to the
brook, where they lost the trail.
"He probably knows the region thoroughly," declared
Dick, "and it would be useless for us to try to follow him.
He knows his danger, and will seek to throw us off the trail
as soon as possible."
The boys returned, therefore, and shortly came up with
the girls and their escorts, Dick saying:
"He got away from us, being a slippery fellow, but he
will run into us once too often one of these days."
"I knew that you had something important on hand by
the way you two dashed off," laughed Alice, "for only the
sight of a redcoat or a spy would make you leave us."
"This fellow knows of a plot against us," replied Dick,
"ancl it was most necessary to catch him if we could."
The girls did not ask any questions, and Dick was glad
that they did not, as it might have be.en awkward, Hat-tie
being with them.
The two Ha~rys presently went off on one road with
Hattie, while Dick and Rob went another with the twu
girls.
"If that fellow goes home there will be a lot of trouble,"
said Harry Judson, when they had left Hattie, and were
on their way back to the camp.
"His mother may look out for him, being a Tory," replied Harry ,Thurber. "A mother will overlook many
things."
"Yes, but they say she is just, even if she is a Tory, and
she would not overlook his trying to get James into trouble.
I do not. thi?k he will go horn~. M~. Beattie w~u~~ denounce 1nm m a moment, even if he 18 a son of his.
:'Yes, I believe he_ w~uld," shortl~.
rhe boys were withm half a mile of the camp when
''Wh. ti· TITll"
dd 1
. d d .d . l . t
1s mg ti 1 su en Y appeaie an sai m ns s range
way:
.
.
"Liberty Boys have somethmg to do soon. Didn't catch
bad boy. He hide in swamp wit~ muskrat and _beaver: wi th
bullfrog and w~odchuck, but Will ,;an find him. Liberty
Boys do something else, very busy.
.
Then the strange fellow ran off, and they heard him
· ti· f
i·ttl t·
w 1us mg or some 1 e ime.
"H 1·
l1 ,, 1 h d H
J d
"I
d he \ a iu~r c
au¥,, e
arry. u son.
won1
c~( Nowb d1 e k1n s oub t rngs t
t
th
,,
0 0 Y nows, u 11 e seems 0 , a11 , e same.
J.
.
At dark a messenger came from Lees camp to tell Dick
that an attack was to be made upon the works at Paulus
Hoo~ that tn_igl~t, and that the Liberty Boys were wanted
to ta,;:e par m 1t.

;~! .

---
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Major Sutherland, the_ commander at the Hook, had
sent away a number of his men that very afternoon, Lee
had learned, leaving a·Iot· of Hessians in their place, which
would make the works more easy of access, as the Hessian&
were not overwatchful, thinking more of eating and drinking than of their duty.
.
.
The place waa to be surpnsed, and as many prisoners and
guns taken away as could ,be taken, it not being coDsidered wise to attempt to hold the fort so near to New York.
In the event of an alarm and pursuit, the party was not
a.11 to return as they had come, but to divide, some taking
boats on the Hackensack river at Dow's Ferry.
The Liberty Boys were eager to join the exped.jtion,
which they knew was the one referred to by "Whistling
Will" when he came into "the camp, and they were aUready by the time that Lee came along with three hun-_
dred men of Lo:.d Stirling's division and a troop of dismounted dragoons under Captain Malone, and joirrncl in
with the rest, riding in a solid body, and making a fine
showing.
The patriots took the road that lay along t4e belt Oll
rocky and wooded heights bordering the Hudson, aud.
forming a rugged neck between that river and the Haclrensack.
Little was said during the march, for rapidity and silence
were to be observed, on account of the. number of the enemy
encamped along the Hudson, and also the presence of many
Tories in the region.
The Liberty Boys were proud of having been given a J;lOsition in the line, and determined to do their best, D.ick
having no need to speak to them on that point.
They had made ready during the time elapsing from the
coming of the messenger to the arrival of Major Lee, arul
there was not a strap or a buckle out of order, not a musJrnt
that was not cleaned and loaded and in aood condition anJ
not a pistol that was not \O be dependea°'upon.
'
Lord Stirling followed with five hundred men and en~
camped at the New Bridae on the Hacken"ack to be on
hand to render aid if req~ired.
"' '
Lee reached the creek some time bet
t ,
d th
ween "o an
ree
o'clock in the morning, and were mistaken upon their a1rival for Van Buskirk's party returning owin 0a to the
darkness
'
The s~ntinels admitted them, and they passed the cre~k
and ditch, and were within the works before t4e mistake
was discovered.
Then MaJ· or Sutherland and a d t h
t f H "'
,
e ac men o
esSJan.s
thr-ew themselves
into
a
small
block
ho
t
tl
.
use o 1c 1eft of th e
fort, and opened an irregular fire upon them.
"See what you can do to dislodge those fellows, captain,"
said Major Lee to Dick. "No time must be lost, but if vou
can do it quickly, very well."
·
"We will do what we can maior,, oa·d
tl
1 ff k
and he at once hurled his ~alla;t '1ad; agai:st
house.

~~:m?io~

No time could be ,vasted on the attempt, for alarn1 guns

from the ships in the river and from the forts at New y o:rk
would soon summon reinforcements, and whatever was dor;~
TIIE ATTACK ON TIIE WORKS.
must be done without loss 0£ time.
}fajor Lee was to start with a iarge force for Paulus
The gallant young patriots fau:ly hurled themselvc~ •
Hook in an hour or two, and the Liberty Boys were to join against the block-house, pouring in volley after volley, dethem as they came on.
spite the fire from the house itself.
CHAPTER XII.
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be stirrin' yerselves we'll have it ready in a few minyutes.
Don't be too long, now, or ye'll be havin' breakfasht an'
dinner at the same toime, begorry !"
"You was wanted to gife dose poys porridge und den
dey was doed somedings, I bet me," laughed Carl.
"Sure Oi will, as soon as it's made, me boy, but Oi can't
do annythin' onless ye shtir about."
"Ya, dot was what I was meaned," with a laugh. "Gave
dem some off dot und dey was doed somedings."
"An' is it thryin' to make a joke ye are, Cookspiller ?"
roared Patsy "Sure, ye can no more do that nor a donkey
can sing."
The boys burst into a roar of laughter at this, and a11
hands set to work, and breakfast was soon ready, and everyone sat down with keen appetites and in the best of spirits.
"The attack that the enemy was to make must have been
that made by Van Buskirk," said Dick, "but I do not think
it was as successful as he expected."
"Because the Tories and the young spy could not get all
the informiition they wanted," laughed Bob, "nor get hold
of you for more than a short time."
"No, thanks to the girls and to the mad spy they could
not," replied Dick.
"We must get hold of young John. Beattie, Dick, or be
will be up to more mischief," rejoined Bob.
"Yes, we must, but don't speak of it before Jame;,. I
had rather he would not know anything about it at
present."
"Yes, I will be careful, Dick, and I have told the boys
to do the same. I think he will try to come around the
camp, expecting that we will take him.for his brother."
"But he has no uniform, Bob, and the boys will know
him in a moment. Besides, I intend to keep James in
camp for a time, which will prevent any such a move on
John's part."
"Yes, that's so, it will, but I think that he will not be
far away, for I am certain that he wants to do us injury
in revenge for our having gotten the best of him."
"It is quite likely, Bob, and we must keep a watch for
ioa:ward.
and capture him as soon as he appears."
him
Crash-roar l
The strange spy came into camp during the morning,
"l'bere was a tremendous volley in answer to the comm1llld, and many gaps were seen in the ranks of the enemy, looked about for a time in his usual aimless fashion, and
then said, as if addressing no one in particular:
the daring lads charging furiously.
"Tory boy in cave in woods, want to run off with good
The enemy fell back, but were preparing to advance,
girl."
when Dick charged with his brave boys, iand took possession
"What girl is that, Will?" asked Ben, who happened to
of a stone house on the road and opened fire upon the
be nearest to the strange fellow.
;r-edcoats.
"Girl come here, girl give drink to Tory, make sleep."
Then other divisioins of Lee's force came up, and the
"Yes, but that is his sister, Will. Why should he want
enemy, seeing that they were likely to be surrounded and
run off with her?"
to
redthe
of
effort
the
on,
went
Lee
and
eaptured, fell back
"Get money," and then •'Whistling Will" began to whiscoats to cut off his rear being a failure.
The various divisions were as successful as was that of tle and suddenly left the camp.
Ben told Dick about it, the young captain saying to Bob
Lee, and all succeeded in getting away in safety, taking
Mark:
and
about
at
camp
the
reaching
and
their prisoners with them
"I don't see any special reason for his doing a thing of
t.en in the morning.
As a reward for the b1"<lvery he .had displayed upon this this sort, unless he wants to hold his sister for ransom and
r..ccasion, and at the instance of General Washington, Major be avenged upon her and his brother. One of the Tories is
Enie later received the thanks of Congress and a gold medal. very fond of her, but I don't believe he would run off with
Upon reaching their camp the Liberty Boys proceeded to her, having too great a respect for her."
"Yes, and for her mother," added Bob. "That is the
ita"k-e the rest they so much needed, and Patsy, calling up his
Thomas fellow?"
.:aids, said:
"Sure, it do be late for breakfast, me byes, but if ye do, "Yes, and not such a bad young man, but in poor com-

'The alarm was given, however, and it was time to retreat.
'The attack had been a singularly audacious one, and
~ very successful, Lee capturing one hundred and fiftyrune prisoners, including three officers.
He did not attempt to destroy either the artillery or
harracks, but made his retreat without delay, having lost
only two men killed and having three wounded.
The Liberty Boys were still more successful, none of the
daring fellows being even wounded, although they had
!ought with the greatest bravery.
Reaching the river they found that through some mistake there were no boats, and at once Lee ordered the
troops to regain the Bergen road, and move on to the New
Bridge.
Beaching the point of intersection, opposite Weehawken,
the troops were divided, one party taking the Bergen road,
another the road along the Hudson, while Lee himself, with
the Liberty Boys and another division, took the center .
roote and hurried on with all speed.
l~earing the Fort Lee road, the major met a party under
6lle ~mmand of Colonel Ball, which Lord Stirling had
-sent forward to support the r~treat.
'Shortly after this Dick was surprised to hear the whist'lillg of a bird, which he knew at once to be a signal from
"'Whis'tling Will," being able to tell the strange fellow's
whistling in a moment.
1
.fhen, Will himself appeared, and said excitedly:
'""Hedooats come, captain, look out for them, redcoats!"
'Then he darted away, and was gone in a moment.
It was light now, and in a short time the e:q.emy appeared
·
•Q;'.tl. their right, and began to attack them.
Dick received orders from the major to advance and at~k the redcoats, and he did so without hesitation.
4'F-orward, Liberty Boys!" he shouted. "Back with the
~ts, down with them!"
.wLiberty -forever, scatter the redcoats!" cried tlre plucky
1ellows, charging with the utmost determination.
"Fire!" shouted Dick, waving his sword and dashing
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pany. I think that if he were away from Hensted, Hi
Brown and the rest he would be a much better boy."
"No doubt," dryly. "The company of such fellows hao
a poor influence on character."
"'The fellow is up to mischief," continued Dick, "and it
may be as well to go to the neighborhood of the cave and
see i£ we can catch him. Young Thomas will not lend
himself to any such scheme as the abduction of Hattie
Beattie, but Hensted and Brown and the others might, to
get money. Young John bas a bitter feeling against the
rest of the family, and even bis mother's influence seems
to be lost upon him. Perhaps if he saw more of her it
would hold him, but he keeps away, and I suppose she can
hardly follow him."
"The father is severe, no doubt," suggested Mark.
"Very likely, but James is fond o.£ him, and he and his
mother would have some influence upon the father and induce him to be kind. No, I think that his tendencies are
bad and that they can do little with him."
"Well, we must not let Hattie run any risk," declared
Bob. "She is a good girl, and has helped you, and all of
us feel grateful to her."
"No, we must not, and I think it would be well to take a
strong party of the Liberty Boys out there and break up
the robber gang, and at the same time prevent Hattie from
falling into their hands. We might capture young John
as well, and make him leave the country."
"He deserves banging l" sputtered Bob.
"Very likely, Bob, but how would James feel afterward,
knowing that his brother had been hanged? His father is
ou.r friend, and we all like Hattie. The boy · would never
be happy with the Liberty Boys if such a thing happened."
"No, of course not, Dick and I did not advise it, but he
deserves it, nevertheless."
"Very likely he does, Bob, eut it is better to forego a
just vengeance under some circumstances."
"Very true," agreed Bob.
In a short time Dick, Bob, Jack, Ben and a score more
of the Liberty Boys were ready and set off toward the cave
in the hills in search of the robber band and to drive away
young John if they saw him.
They took a somewhat roundabout way, in order to avoid
the Beattie house, as the former and his family would want
to know where they were going, and it would be awkward
to tell them.
They were getting into a wild country, when Dick sud.
denly heard the song of a blackbird, and in a moment
"Whistling Will" dropped out of a tree alongside the path.
"Captain, go to cave?" he asked, staring vacantly at
Dick.
"Yes, Will. Have you seen the Tory boy?"
"Will see him in cave, bad men, plenty, go out to catch
girl, pretty soon. Will won't let them."
"Very good, Will. We are going there also."
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Then they pushed on, Dick in the lead, Bob next~ ani2
Ben and the rest stringing out behind.
At length Dick thought it better to dismount, an~ sig-•nalled to the boys to that effect, slipping from :Maj,w's
back and sending the black into the bushes, and going Qlm
cautiously.
Bob and the others dismounted, leaving their hol'Se3 !
one siue, and followed Dick.
Presently they heard the call of a robin, and Dick b:.fw
that the spy had gone ahead of them all, and had come: t
the entrance of the cave.
They went on nrpidly and cautiously, and 'shortly arro1eG
at the mouth of the outer cave, where th ey found "Wlri£-.
tling Will" just entering.
Dick followed in a moment, Bob and the rest elooo
behind.
Then they heard a thunderous report, which echoed from
the walls again and again, sounding like a peal of thunder
in the hills.
Dick hurried on, and shortly came to the spy lying llJIOD
the ground seemingly dead.
All a.t once, however, he arose and said in a perfectly
rational manner and without the vacant stare which n ae.
always characterized him since they had known him :
"What is the matter? I seem to have gotten rid of
terrible•bmden. What place is this? Who are you?"
"Don't you know me, Will?" asked Dick.
"That is my name, Will Wolverham, and you are a captain of the Continentals, but I do not know you. How did
I come into this strange place, and where is it?"
"But don't you remember that you are 'Whistling Win/
and that you were going to guide us here ?" Dick asked.
"I am not 'Whistling Will.' What strange name is tha:t ?I am William Wolverham, my cousin is a lieutenant in the
Royal Fusileers, but I am on the side of the patriots, because I believe their cause to be a just one. "11:io are yon~.
captain, and how did r get to this strange place? Wher-e:
is it?"
"You don't remember that I am Dick Sla.ter, captain of
the Liberty Boys, and that you were to guide us to this
place?" asked Dick, in the greatest astonishment.
"No, I do not remember anything of the sort, captain.
I am very glad' to meet you, but I don't know how I cam.ehere."
"You were to guide us here and drive out a lot of rascally Tories. Don't you remember that, Will?"
"No, I do not, but I shall be very happy to aid you in
doing it. 'l'he robber Tories have their den here ? See:tMto me I do remember something of the sort."
"Yes, they are here, and we want to catch their leader·
and drive out the rest of them."
Some of the boys had already procured torches, and now
they went forward as far as the inner cave, where Dick had
been a prisoner a day or so before.
They found no one here, but saw a pole reaching from
the
ground to the chimney hole above,. and kniw that the
CHAPTER XIII.
robber Tories had escaped that way.
A STRANGE RECOVERY.
They found a number of black masks on the floor, :anB~
, The boys continued on their way, the country growing pushing on, came to a circular chamber, where there were
wilder and wilder, so that at length they could not keep number of boxes, bales and barrels, all evidently contain:ci~
the path more than two abreast, and at last were forced to goods of some sort, probably stolen from the ho,1ses in th __
go ?1 single file.
neighborhood.

THE LIBERTY BOYS AND "WHISTLING WILL.",

Some of the boxes and barrels being hastily 'opened, a came out of it William Wolverham, and in your right
cursory examination showed several suits of clothing, costly mind."
"Then I was with you just before I saw you to know
furs, silverware and money, so that the whole, if carefully
you?"
considerable
examined, would pTObably show goods of
"Yes, and in these clothes. If you will wear a uniform,
v-alue.
Have you noticed the wonderful change in 'vfoistling I will supply you with one, or I can give you a suit of ordinary clothes which will be better than these."
Will,' Dick?" asked Bob, in a low tone.
"Yes, and it is a strange recovery. He has got back his "I cannot wear the uniform yet, captain," smiling, ''but
I shall do so before long."
mind, Bob."
He Temained with the Liberty Boys that day, and then
They hurried to the inner cave, and here Dick sent a
nllfilber of the boys to make their way up the rocks outside, went over to the camp of Major Lee, and later was given
while he and Bob and some others climbed up the pole a commission, and joined the patriot ranks, doing good
service in the case of Independence.
.aria made their way out of the chimney hole to the top.
He fought on the patriot side all the rest of the time
Here Dick found a number of footprints and called to
the boys below, who were beginning to make their way up, the war lasted, and at the close of it married Hattie Beattie,
her Tory lover picking out a giTl in h1s own Btation.
the former mad spy be"ing with Dick and Bob.
In another attack upon the redcoats, while 'nick and the
"Tell me, captain," he said, "about this 'Whistling Will'
Liberty Boys were still at Paulus Hook, ·Lieutenant Woly u just now spoke of. Who was he ?J'
verham was captured, and Dick asked him about his cou''You are not hurt?" asked Dick.
tremendous
a
heard
I
whom .they had known as "Whistling Will."
that
sin,
me
to
seems
it
"No, although
report and that I fell, but how did I get into the strange
"He wished to leave the city," said the lieutenant, "and
place below? 'rhe last I remember I was making my way was in the very act of doing so, when a guard struck him
out of New York. I am a patriot, but my friends and down, giving him a blow on the head which seemed to demany of my relations are on the BTitish side. I could not priv(;l him of reason. No ·great watch was put upon him,
:remain with them, and I determined to leave N ~w York. and he escaped, going no one knew where. Have you
How long ago was that? Have I been ill? Where am I seen.him?"
no~? Anywhere near the city?"
"Yes, ancl he has recovered his reason," ancl then Dick
'"It is across the river. We are in Jersey, some miles related the remarkable experiences of the mad spy of Paulus
from Paulus Hook. I can tell you more later; but just Hook, so far as they had known him.
now we are in pursuit of the robbers."
"And so he is a rebel, now?" asked the lieutenant.
"No, not a rebel, but a patriot. We know no rebels, you
Some of the boys had reached Dick and Bob, and others
were climbing up the rocks, the chase being now continued. kp.ow, lieutenant."
"No, that is a fact, you do not, but we have got into the
William Wolverham, for they could no longer call him
'
"Whistling Will," kept on with Dick and the boys, and the habit of calling you such and--"
"And a very bad habit it is, lieuten'a nt," with a smile.
tiail of the robbers was followed Tapidly.
"H'm! I never looked at it that way, captain," thought-..---.
'l'he men had evidently not expected so rapid a chase,
~
-and in ten minutes the boys came upon a party of them in fully.
When he came to do so, however, he saw thio.gs differthe woods, sitting about a fire, eating their breakfast.
They sprang to their feet and opened fire upon the boys, ently, and the result was that when he was finally exchanged he sold out his commission and returned t0 Engwho. returned their fire with interest.
Several of the robbers fell, and the rest at once fled, land, taking no further part against the patriots.
John Beattie disappeared and was never seen again, his
ranning in various directions.
Three or four of tnem were captured, but the greater fate always remaining a mystery.
part of them succeeded in making their escape.
James went south with the Liberty Boys in a few month•,
· 'The leader was not captured, but Dick recognized the .and was killed at the battle of Oamden, so that of all the
prisimers as having been among those who were ·affected by children of the Beatties there was only Hattie left.
the drugged punch which they had drunk in the cave a day
., THE END.
·
or so before.
Libthe
o:f
camp
the
to
back
marched
were
The prisoners
ert}T Boys, and shortly afterward turned over to Major Lee.
Read "THE LIBERTY BOYS' UNDERGROUND
William Wolverham went to the camp with Dick, who
OR, IN STRANGE QUARTERS," which will
OAMP;
told him of "Whistling Will," and how he had helped the
number (502) of "The Liberty Boys of '76."
next
the
be
interested.
deeply
Liberty Boys, the young man being
'' But where is the singular fellow, now?" he asked.
i 1,r am afraid he is no more," Dick answered.
SPECIAL NOTICE :-All back numbers of this week1'·Not dead?" in surprise.
except the following, are in print: 1 to 30, 32 to 35,
ly,
"No, but I do not think he longer exists. Instead, he
49, 76, 83, 86, 107, 223. If you cannot obtain the
45,
Wolverham."
William
hal! •recovered his reason, and is
ones you want from any newsdealer send the prke in
"What, I? Marvelous!"
"I believe you have had a strange recovery, sir," Dick money or postage stamps by mail to FRANK TOUSEY,
!'e$Umed. "I can assure you, however, that you were Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York City, and you will
'WtLLstling Will' when you entered the·cave, and that you receive the copies you order by return mail. '
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FROM EVERYWHERE.

is every few hours. This kind of freight is called
Ordinary freight is dead freight. Time freight consists only r
certain materials. These materials run alphabetically all the
way from asbestos, through cranberries, egg case fillers, ink,
peanuts and varnish, down to zinc. All cars in time freight
trains are reported by telegraph from all division points. You
can stand in front of a big board on the wall-it is like tlle
board in a stock broker's office except that it has little holes 1n
it-and watch the progress of the cars in a time freight trafn
from point to point. As the telegrams come in the pegs al"6
moved from hole to hole. If you started a carload of varnish
from Chicago to Omaha last night you can come in to-day and
see just where that car is. You can watch it all the way u;
Omaha on the board.

·-·

HAPPY MOMENTS~

Lady-My husband goes to the races, but he never lJets.
There are twenty-one States in the Union whose combined Friend-Are you sure he does not bet? Lady-Yes, inde d.
business does not equal that of the New York Post Office, I've looked through his pocke.ts so often and never foUJid ._
which is more than the post office business of Philadelphia and cent.
Chicago combined.
"I always inherited the hand-me-downs as a kid." "Go1 the
The smallest millionaire in the United States, perhaps in the old things, eh?" "Some of 'em. My older brothers soon outworld, died recently at St. Joseph, Mo. He was Stephen Rem- grew their coats and shoes, but they never seemed to eutg:row
ington, a most successful stock raiser. His age was eighty- their skates."
eight years, his weight seventy-five pounds and his height
three feet five inches.
Business Man (furiously)-What do you mean by kissing
The habit of saving in France is universal and the citizens my daught_er: Und erpaid Clerk <.meekly~-! desired_to sh.aw
t I my appreciation of your daughter s lovelmess, and kisses are
t th . '
h
d
t
f th t
a coun ry 1en so muc money o eir. own governm~n the only things I could afford to give her.
o
and abroad under the approval of their nat10nal authorities,
that the French savings bank system is of general interest.
Eva-And you really think he loves you? Edna-I know lt.
The savings banks in France consist of two classes: Postal
banks established throughout the country, under direct na- Didn't he propose on his knees? Eva-Oh, that's nothing!
tional control, and municipal and private banks managed by Many lovers do the same. Edna-Yes, _but he proposed While
municipalities or private firms, chartered under strict laws. 1 strapping on my skates and his knees were on the ice twenty,
Postal savings banks were established in 1881, and in 1907 minutes.
they numbered nearly 8,000, with over 4,000,000 depositors,
First Canadian (hotly)-You're a traitor! Second Canadlan
holding $267,000,000, an increase in three years of $38,000,000.
The interest rate is 2½ per cent., and the maximum deposit is (furiously)-You're a liar! American Policeman-Phwat's th'
$289. The savings banks of the municipal class number over matter wid yez? First Canadian-He wants to be annexed to
2,000. They have over 7,000,000 depositors, with credits of the United States and I don't. American Policeman-WO
$666,000,000, and pay from 2 to 8 per cent. interest. These w'u'dn't hav' ayther av yez, begorra!
small savings are a great .financial power in France. No runs
are ever made on the banks, for the government guarantee
"Here," said the disgruntled actor, "I don't want this part.
inspires perfect confidence.
It I play it, I'll have to die in the first act." "Well," replied
the manager, "what are you kicking about? You die a natural
A freight car is essentially common property. It has to go death, don't you? If you came on in the second act the odds
from one line to another in the course of its business. It has are the audience would lynch you!"
to carry loads from Jacksonville, Fla., to Spokane, Wash.;
from Phoenix, Ariz., to Augusta, Me. If all the freight carS'
Miss Matilda Owens hung on the arm of the editor of 1,
in the United states were owned by one big company and tr
that company charged the railroads for the exact amount of , "Loneville Bugle," to whom she has been engaged for tht(ee
use which they made of each car the situation would theoreti- : years, and endeavor~d. to t~rn his ~az~ toward ~he sk:. u
Atcally be more reasonable than it is to-day. But in any case notice the moon, Wilham! she said m a meltmg voice.
the wanderings of freight cars will always entail an enormous the usual rates, Matilda, I shall be happy to do so," he repUed-.
amount of labor with pen and pencil and telegraph key and
"Don't holler too loud w'en things fs comin' yo' way,•· sat
typewriter and long-distance telephone, writes William Hard
in the "Technical World Magazine." The modern hunter of Brother Dickery. "De very best plan is ter take it easy. Onee
freight cars is not satisfied with knowing where all the cars 'pon a time dar wuz a man got so happy he woke up de 9\rt.1.
on, his own lines are at the end of each day's run. Modern tlement ter tell it 'bout it, an' des 'bout dat time ol' Satan. wt
business life has become so rapid that in the case of certain wuz projickin' roun', foun' out what dat man wuz at, an· 01..i,t
kinds of freight it is necessary to know just where each car. wuz de last er him!"
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is again lined with a slky membrane. The snail then retires a
little further into the shell and forms a second membraneous
partition, retiring again and again until there are six of those
partitions between the snail and the lime-coated door at the
By Paul Braddon.
entrance of the shell. In the recess behind all these partitions
the snail lies torpid until May. "All this time," says Pro!.
Browne, "th~ snail lives without motion, without heat, without
'"Twenty or thirty frogs were found twenty feet deep in the food, without ah; and without circulation; without the exercise
aar th near Manchester, Vt., where they must have been buried of any of the animal, organic or generative functions." If the
some hundreds of years in a torpid state, for the ground had snail is prevented from hibernating for several seasons, by
recent ly been cleared to build on, and the stumps were from keeping it in a warm room, it will gradually waste away and
two to two and a half feet through. When exposed to the sun die. The l>lood of snails is white.
the animals revived."
M. Gough shut several garden snails in a perforated box,
Dark suspicion would lurk around the reputation for ver- without food or water, but not from air. They retired into
~city of any newspaper that might print such a paragraph as their shells and closed them with a thin membrane. They rethe above, but as it is the grave and honest statement of one mained there three years. They revived when put in tepid
of the most learned and conscientious professors that ever water. They hibernated because of drought.
lilted a college chair in this country the reader had better
Prof. Browne's pamphlet says there is no food an alligator
pause before he expresses his opinion too freely about it It
is
so fond of -as dog, but when the time for the alligator to
.i;ras found recently in an old pamphlet in the Pennsylvania
State Library: The pamphlet was written more than forty begin to think of hibernating approaches he will not touch the
yeara ago. It is entitled "Animal Torpidity." It is a rather choicest dog that may be placed before him. "The alligator
E!ep inquiry into the causes of the mysterious phenomenon of from September, to October does not eat much. At the end of
h ll>er nation among certain animals, reptiles and insects, and October he gets a pine knot and stops up his mouth with it,
w as WTitten by Peter A. Browne, LL.D., then Profess~r of the end of the knot being in his throat. He crawls in a hole
~ ology in Lafayette College. As a scientific treatise the pam- under the water. When he comes out in the spring the knot
p,hiet is undoubtedly valuable, but to the ordinary reader the is worn round and smooth and he ejects it." Prof. Browne
many eurious and remarkable examples of hibernation or tor- does not make that statement from personal observation.
Many years ago, in Vermont, a piece of clay the size or a
p idity cited, and the singular lay facts that Prof. Browne gives
goose egg was found at some depth beneath the surface. The
n. th-e subject from his own investigations, are of especial
lump of clay was broken, and in the center of it wa,; found a
interest.
It is the popular understanding of hibernation that animals mouse. "The mouse was removed," says Prof. Browne, "and
that hibernate are driven to it by cold, but Prof. Browne's taken to a warm room, when it recovered and escaped."
-i,anrp~!et says that heat and lack of water bring ahout the
The marmot family produces the soundest wtnter sleepers.
t oTpr.1 eondition in some creatures the same as cold does in When a marmot is in his peculiar state of hibernation the
o thers. The animal or reptile that hibernates in cold climates electric spark will not rouse him. The most noxious gases do
a rranges its body so that it will conduce to the greatest not affect him in the slightest. If his temperature is raised
w a,T.l:M)h, while on the contrary the heat hibernators place above that at which he breathed in his natural state, however,
:::hemere1ves in positions that show that they want all the cool- he will die almost immediately. The hamster, a rodent comnemi the climate will permit. For instance, the bear and the mon in the north of Germany, is aRother animal that has its
~ und hog on entering their winter quarters "draw them- peculiarities as a hibef'nator. Prof. Browne mentions a hams.el ves Into a small compass, with their nostrils in close con- ster that was put in a box which was closed with earth a n r 't.a.ct 'With their chest and buried in the hair or fur." Woods- straw and placed where the cold was very strong, but the
rne11 call this "rolling themselves in a ball." Snakes in cold hamster would not show any sign of becoming torpid. 'l'he
climates seek their dens and twist and entwine themselves to- box was then buried in the ground and the rodent soon passed
gethe!" 1n great numbers, frequently forming bunches of large into a state of the most profound lethargy. The box was dug
.;ne m. which condition they lie dormant until warm weather up and the hamster resumed his normal state in a !ew minreturns. Th~ tenrec, a tropical animal, carnivorous and in- utes, only to pop into torpidity when the box was put under
~ectivo rous, becomes torpid during the greatest heat, and lies ground again. Another hamster was kept in a room where
an i ts back with its body drawn to its greatest length and its there was a fire. The animal rolled itself up in one corner, but
amos spread widely apart. Snakes hibernate in the south, all presently woke up and came out. It was in the best of health,
kinds together, but instead of rolling themselves in balls, as but it died in a few days.
'the same kinds of snakes do during the cold northern winters,
"It was suffocated," says Prof. Browne, "because it did not
the:r lie singly and stretched to their full length on the ground,' have confined air." The hamster, while torpid, cannot be seen
The phenomenon of hibernation is curiously shown in an to breathe for hours at a time. Then it Will breathe five or
a nimal called the lolr, a native of Senegal, according to Prof. si,i: _times in rapid succQllsion, which will suffice it for hours
Browne. This animal never hibernates in its native clime, but agam.
every specimen that was ever brought to Europe became torBats are queer and decided hibernators also. They cluster
p,id as soon as it was exposed to cold. In France, says the together in caves, "hanging by their thumbs." So completely
;;iampblet, lizards hibernate, but never in St. Croix.
is animation suspended in the bat during the cold months that
Want of water will ea.use the garden snail to go into a state no test yet applied has induced it to show the least sign o!
o-i the most complete and curious hibernation. This is the life. Torpid bats have been inclosed by the hour i:g glass jars,
snail of the genus limax and not the larger one of the genus and when taken out not a particle of the oxygen in the jars
helix. In the latter the hibernating phenomenon is especially had been exhausted, showing that the bats did not breathe.
remarh--able. In November the snail forms just a soft, silky "Once where there had been a landslide thirty years before,
membrane across the external opening of its shell. On the closing up a cavern in some rocks, the land was excavated and
!ntil.er surface of that it deposits a coating of carbonat~ of a number of bats found in the cavern in a bunch. They were
,i:ime, which immediately hardens like gypsum. This partition ,. placed in a warm room and many revived and flew about."

S TARTLING EXAMPLES OF HIBERNATION.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76.
One day in November, "on the Ward farm, near Gloucester,
N. J., a snapping turtle eleven inches long was found. Its
head was cut off and the turtle was buried eighteen inches below the surface. The next spring, when the grass was getting
green, the headless turtle was exhumed. It was still alive and
crawled away in the grass."
Mr. White, of Sethbourne, had a land tortoise which he kept
for forty years. It was most voracious and wide awake until
November, when it refused food and went .to sleep, never
waking up until the following May for meat or drink. The
hedgehog goes to sleep about the same time, wherever it may
be, and sleeps six months. Bears and groundhogs, although
profound hibernators, produce their young while in their winter retreats, which Prof. Browne considers one of the most
mysterious of all the phenomena of lethargy in animals. Food
introduced into the stomachs of animals or reptiles about to
hibernate will be found undigested at all stages. Dormant
animals absorb fat, but it does not enter into the digestive
apparatus. The same fat absorption occurs if the animal is
dead. "If you kill a fat rabbit and leave the entrails in it, the
fat will disappear in a short time. Bile in all other animals
is the bitterest of substances, but the bile of hibernating animals is sweet."
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old bull and a
Iencamped, and had ~ucceeded in killing two,of thean hunting
party,

cow. At my request he -sent for the leader
a young and very intelligent Indian, and I questioned him
closely about his adventure among a race of animals that the
scientific people claim are extinct. He told a very straightforward story, and I have no reason to doubt its truth.
"He and his band were searching along a dry water-course
for ivory and had found a considerable quantity. One of the
bucks, who was in advance, rushed in upon the main body one
morning with the startling intelligence that at a spring or
water about a mile above where they then were he had discovered the 'sign' of several of the 'big~teeth.' They had come
down to the springs to drink from a lofty, plateaJ.1 further inland and had evidently fed in the vicinity of the water ror
some time. The chief immediately called about him his warriors, and the party, under the leadership of the scout, approached the stream.
"They had nearly reached it when their ears were suddenly
saluted by a chorus of loud, shrill, trumpet-like calls, and an
enormous creature came crashing toward them through the
thicket, the ground fairly trembling beneath its ponderous
footfalls. With wild cries of terror and dismay the Indians
fled, all but the chief and the ·scout who had first discovered
the trail of the monsters. They were armed with large caliber
muskets and stood their ground, opening fire on the mammoth.
A bullet must have penetrated the creature's brain, for it staggered forward and fell dead, and subsequently on their way
back to their camp ground they overhauled and killed a cow
'big-teeth,' which was evidently the mate of the first one
killed.
"I asked the hunter to describe the monster, and taking a
sharp stick be drew me a picture of the male animal in the
soft clay. Accoraing to his description it was at least twenty
feet in height and thirty feet in length. In general shape it
was not unlike an elephant, but its ears were smaller, its eyes
bigger and its trunk longer and more slender. Its tusks were
yellowish-white in color and six in number. Four of these
tusks were placed like those of a board, one on -either side in
each jaw; they were about four feet long and came to a sharp
point. The other two tusks he brought away.
"I measured them and they were over fifteen feet in length
and weighed upward of 250 pounds each. They gradually
tapered to a sharp point and curved inward. The monster's
body was covered with long, coarse hair of a reddish dun color.
"By the way, our late governor, Hon. Alfred P. Swineford,
has pretty carefully investigated the matter and he is certain
from a thoroi,\gh sifting of native testimony that large herds
of these monsters are to be found on the high plateaus in interior Alaska about the headwaters of the Snake River."

ALASKAN MAMMOTHS.

"Alaska is a country of paradoxes."
That is what Cola F. Fowler, late of the Alaska Fur and
Commerc;:ial Company, said' in answer to the question of a reporter respecting his late field of oparat!ons. Mr. Fowler is en
route to his home near Boston, which he left twelve years ago
to enter the employ of the Alaska Fur and Commercial Company.
"During all that time, up to two months ago, when I resigned and started for home," said Mr. Fowler, "I have had
my headquarters at Kodiac, which is the most northern station occupied by the agents of our company.
" Alaska is certainly a country of paradoxes. You who live
here in the States look upon it as a land of perpetual ice and
snow, and yet you would be astonished if I tell you that I grew
last year in my g;i.rden at Kodiac abundant crops of radishes,
lettuce, carrots, onions, cauliflowers, cabbage, peas, turnips,
potatoes, beets, parsnips and celery, Within five miles of this
garden was one of the largest glaciers in Alaska, and between
the fertile coast slip and the Interior is reared along the entire
sea boundary a continuous mountain of perpetual ice and
snow."
"Two years ago last summer I left Kodiac for a trip to the
head waters o! the Snake River, where our traveling agents
A quiet, grassy slope among the hills on the borderland or
had established a trading station at an -rnnuit village. The England and Scotland was the scene of an open air wedding
chief of this family of Innuits was named To-lee-ti-ma, and to one night receri.tly. The bride's home was on the Cumberland
him I was well recommended. He received me hospitably, and
I at once began negotiations for the purchase or a big lot ' of side about fifty yards up the hillside from the stream which
divides the two countries. The bridegroom is a shepherd befossil ivory which his tribe had cached near the village. The longing to the Teviothead district of the Scottish border
lot weighed se;veral thousand pounds and was composed of the county of Roxburgh. It was desired that the ceremony should
principal and inferior tusks of the mammoth, the remains of be performed at the bride's home, but as the English marriage
thousands of which gigantic animals are to be round in the laws do not allow weddings at private houses a Scottish minisbeds of interior Alaskan water-courses. I subjected the Ivory ter was obtained and the marriage was performed on the hillto a rigid inspection, and upon two or the largest tusks I dis- side on the Scottish side of the border. The bridegroom's party
covered fresh blood traces and the remnants of partly decom- traveled five miles over the hills from the railway station and
was joined by the bride's party, which walked down from the
posed fle;;h.
, "I questioned To-lee-ti-ma, and he assured me that less than house. The customary young men's race was run after the
three months before a party of his young men had encountered ceremony, and then the two parties crossed the stream Into
1
a drove or monsters about fifty miles above where he was then . England and climbed the hill to the bride's house,
L
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th
explaining the most approved metlwds whic-h are employed by the
e secret dialogues wen, cal'ried on between the magician and the
leading hvpnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
boy on the stage;· also giving all the codes and signals. Th only
,
authentic explanation of see;ond sight.
SPORTING.
No. 43. IIO\V TO BECO::\IE A l\IAGICIAN.-Cont.a ining the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete grandest assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishini, guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks with ca,.ds. incantations, etc.
atructions about gvns, hunting dogs traps, trapping and fishing,
No. 68. HOW TO DO CilE:\IICAL 'L'H,lUKS.-Conlainlng over
together with descriptions of game 11 nd fi sh.
one hundt·ed highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicali>..
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, S.UL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fnlly By A. Anderson. Handsorneh· illustrateJ.
illustrated. E,·cry bo:,• should know how to row and sail a boat.
No. 6:J. IlOW TO DO SLE.rG,IJT 01!' IL\ND.-Containing over
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- fifty of the latest and b st tricks used by magicians. Also containatructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
mg ,the ~secret of .second sight. l!'ull.v illust rat ed. B.,· A. Anderson.
No. 47. HOW TO BRJ~AK, RIDE A:";D DRI\'E A IIORSE.No. ,O. HO\\ 'l'O MAKE MAGIC 'l'OYS.-Uontaining full
A complete treatise on the horse. VeRcribing the most useful horses direct;.ions foL' making l\lagi Toys and dovices of mauy kinds. By
for business, the best hot•ses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Ande r son. Fully illust ,·at eel.
diseases pec:.1liar to the horse.
No. 73. HOW '1'0 D0 TLUUKS WITn Xl'l\IBERS.-Stowing
No. -18. HOW '1'0 Bl:ILD AND SAIL OA, TOES.-A handy many curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
b()ok for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. J:'ull~· i llustrnt<'d.
nd the most popular manner of sailing them. l!'ully illustrated.
_No. 7_5. IIO\Y TO ~ECOl\IE A CO. 'JCROR. - Containing
By C. Stansfield ilicks.
tricks w,th Do1mnos, Dice. Cups anJ Bulls, Hats etc. Embracing
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
'
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. IIOW 1'0 DO THE BLACK ART.-Containing a comNo. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUl\1 AND DREA.i\l BOOK.- plete description of the mystories of l\Iag.ic and Sleight o[ Hand,
Containing the great orar-le of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many womle.rful experimonts. By A. Anderson,
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
M EC
::-.:o. 23. TIOW TO EXPLAL' DllEAl\IS.-.ffiverybo<ly dreams,
HANICAL.
ftoru the little ch;ld to the aged man and woman. This little book
No. 29. HOW TO BECO::\IE AN INYE, 'TOR.-Every boy
gi\'es the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ !i:now how inventions ori_ginated. This book explu,ins thrm -~
an<! unlucky Jays, and ":Napoleon's Or.aonlum." the book of fate.
all, givi~g examples m electru;1ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
No. ~8. IIQ"r TO '.rELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, met'hanics, etc. 'fh<> mo~t instn,eth-e book 1mblished.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5G. HOW TO BEOOl\I:m A..""I'. ENGINEER.-Containing full
n.i: ~~1•y, wealfu or poverty. You can tel! by a glance at this little mstructions how to proceed m order to bN•ome a locomoti\'e enbook. lluy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gineiw; also directions for building a model locomotive· together
the fortune of your friends.
wit.h a full deseription of eYerythin1r an engineer should know.
No. ,G. HOW TO ll'IDLL FORTUNES BY THE IIAND.No. 57. HOW TO l\IAKE ::UCSIC.'\L IXSTill1l\IE~TS.-Full
Con aiuing mies for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, .c"Eotian Harp, •-yloor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events phone a'lld other musical insb·uments; together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. cription of nearly every musical instrnmeut used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely illustrated. B,\' Algernon S. l!'ilzgerald,
fop twenty ye~rs bandmtt tel· of the Royal Bengal Mnrines.
ATHLETIC.
N o. 6. HOW TO BECOllIE AN ATHLETE.-Giving full inNo. 5D-IIOW TO llrAKE A l\IAGIC LANTEl-tN.-Containing
atruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian cjubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a gcrod, Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
become strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 71. ITOW TO DO :'\IECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containing
In this little book.
complet>! im,1:ructions for pe-rforming ovet· sixty i'\Iechanical Tricks.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defenje made easy. By A. Anderson. l~ully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dirferLElTT E""' WRlTfNG.
e nt positions of a good boxer. Every Lo,v should obtain one of
"
t hese useful and ins~ructive books, as it will teach you how to box
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOYE-LETTERS.-A most com•
without an instructor.
plete little book, co,ntainin-g full directions for writing lo,'e-letters,
No. 25. HOW TO BECO::IJE A GYl\INAST.-Oontaining full and when to uge them, g"l)ci'nP: specimen letters for young and old.
Instructions for all kind of·g,rmnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 12. HOW TO WIH~E LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
E mbracing thirty 0 five illustrations: By Professor ,v. Macdonald. complete ins'truc-tiona f-Qr wriJ:ing letters to ladies 611 all subjects;
A handy and 'Useful book.
also let:ters of intl'9Ji11ctiQn. notes And reguests.
No. 34. HOW •ro FEN'OE.-Oontaining full instruction for
No. 24. IIOW TO WR:IT.ffi LlllTTFJitS TO GENTLEl\I ,., __
fencing and the use of the broadswo!'d; also instruction in archery. Confainillg full directions ftJr writing to gentlemeh on all su!Jjects;
Described with twenty-one pr.actical inustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters fqr instru_rlion.
positions ir fencing. A complete book.
N<,. 51!. now TO W I TE LETTEJRS:-A wonderful little
book. telling you how to write to your sweetheart. your father,
1
T R ICKS WI T H C ARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everY.body and anyNo. 51. rt0W TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS. -Containing body you wish to write to. FJvery young man and every young
explanations of fhe general principles of sleight-of-hand app liaable lady in the J.and shou ld i, ave- this book.
to card t ricks_; of card tr.icks with ordinacy cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO W RITE LETTERS CORREOTLY,-Con- ,
a1eig_ht-of-hand; of t ricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of tainin~ full instru ctions for writing letters on almost llD,y s u bject;
ll)ee1ally prepared cards. By P rofessor Haffn er. Illustrated.
also rules fo r p unctuat ion and composition, with specimen letters.
(Continued on page 3 of cover.)

THE STAGE .

No. 41. THE BOYS OJ!' NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
by the
BOOK -Containi ng a great variety of the latest jokes usedwithout
m<?st famous en1 men. No amateur minstrels is complete
this wonderfu l httlc book.
ER.No .. 4~. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUl\lP SPEAKDutch
Conta1!1rng a vaned as~o,rt11:1ent of stump speeches, Negro,
amusehome
for
thing
the
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK .MINSTR ELe.GUIDE
Every
AND JOK1: BQOK.-;- -Somethin g new and very instructivns
boy. should ob tam tlus book, as 1t contains full instructio for orgamzme; an amate11r mmstrel troupe.
. No. 65. ;\I ULDOON 'S JOKES. -This is one of the most original
It
Joke ~1ooks ever publishe~ , and it is brimful of wit and humor.
etc., of
contarns a lnn~e collect1on of songs, jokes, conundru ms, joke1·
of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, alld practical
the de.y. J!Jvery boy who can enjoy a good suhstanti al joke should
obtain a copy immediat elv.
comNo. 79. HOW TO BECO;\f E A~ ACTOR -Contain ing
s on the
ple te insrructio ns how to make up for various characterPrompter
stage_; tog-:ther with the duties of the Stae;e l\Ianae;er. l\Ianae;er,.
Sce!1,c Art1~t_and Property l\fan. }3Y a prominen t Stage g the latI-.!) 80. Gt S WILLIA i\IS JOI'-E BOOK-C ontainin
and
est Jokes, anecdote s and funny stcl'ies of this world-ren own!'d
handsome
ever popular Ger~l!-n comedian . Sixty-fou r pages;
colored co\'er conta1mn g a half-toue photo of the author.

four:
No: 31. m;,w TO _BECO::IIE A SPEAKE R.-Conta ining
to become
teen 11lustrallons, g1vmg the different positions requisite gems
g
a good speaker, reader and elocucionisL Also containin in the from
mos~
all the popular !}nthors of prose and poetry, arranged
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBAT E.-Givin g rules for conductin g debates, outlines for_ debates, questions for discussion , and t)l,.. bes&
sources for procurmg mformat, on on the questions given.

SOCIE TY.

.,

on are
No. 3. H;OW TO FLIRT. -The a1'ls and wiles of flirfu"'
methods of
fully Pxpl~11:ed by this litt ~ book. Besides the various
it conha_L<lkPrch1et,. fan._glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation,which
is
\ams a _full list of the language and sentimen t of flowers. be happy
cannot
m_terest1ng to everybody , both old and young. You
without one.
. ~o. 4. HOW .'1'0 DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
instruch_ttie _book JURt 1Ssued by Frank 'l'ousey. It contains full
and at parties.
t10ns m the art of da1H'i_ng, ~tiquette in the ball-room popular
square
ll
a
in
off
calling
how to dr<'~S, and full directions for
dances.
No. ~- HOW TO l\fAI_(E LO,'E.- A complete guide to love
<'Ot1rtsh1p and mai·nage, g1l'lng_ sensible advice, rules aud etiquett;
to be ohscn-ed, with many cur10us and interestin g things not gC'ntrally known.
n in the
No. 17. HOW '.rO DRT~SS ...:...Coutaining full instructio
abroad, giving the
art o~ dressmg and appearmg well at home andthem
made up
sele!'t10ns of colors, maten:tl. and how to have
ne 0°f the
_No. 18. IIOW 'l'O BECOM E BEATT! l~UL.-O
world.
NG.
HOUSE KEEPI
brightest and_ most valuable little books Pver given to the
ning
.-Contai
male and
both
GAUDE:N
beautiful
know how to become
to
wishes
y
No. 16, HOW TO KEEP A WIXDOW
lDverybod
iu town
full instrnctio ns fol' construct ing a window garden either beautiful
female. The sE>cret is simple, and alm?st costless. ',[-tead this book
and be convmced how to become beaut1fol.
or c0untry, and the most approved methods fol' raising
pubever
kind
flowers at home. Tlie most complete book of the
BIRDS AND ANIMA LS.
lished.
books
TO K~EP BmDS.- Handsom ely illustrate dof and
No. 30. IlOW 'l'O COOK- One of the most instru<'tiv e meats,
H9W.
7.
..
No
the
cooking
g full mstruct,o n, for the managem ent and t1·aining
on cooking ever published . It. contains_ i:ecipes forand
all kiuds of contamm
etc.
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, p.udd1ogs, cakes
canary, mockingb ird, bobolink, blackbird , paroquet, parrot, S
popular
A~D
most
our
of
PIGEON
one
Y,
by
recipes
POI"LTR
of
pastry, and a grand collection
No. :~!.). HOW TO DATHE DOGS,
cooks.
RABBIT S.-A useful and instructiv e book. Ilandsom ely illuson for trated.
By Ira Drofrnw.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE .--It contains informati
how to
ng hints
everybod y, boys, girls, men and women; it will tcaC'h you
No. 40. llOW TO l\IAKEl AND SET TRAPS. -Includi
s
ornament
parlor
as
suC'h
hou~e,
_the
weasels, otter, rats, squirrels aud birds.
moles,
<'akh
to
make almost anything ar-ound
bow
on
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. ' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrate d. By J. Harringt oll
9
Keene.
ANil\IA LS.-A
ELECT RICAL .
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
deA
ICITY.ELECTR
USE
.A.XD
giving instructio ns in collecting, pl'eparing mounting
book,
No. 46. HOW TO ;\!AKE
valuable
'
magnetis m; and preservin g birds, arirnaJs and insects.
11cription of the woi1t1erful !JSes of electr_icity and electro
Batteries ,
iving comtogethe1· with full lllStructio ns for makmg Electric Toys.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAG E PETS.-G
ilfifty
over
keeping;
g
raising,
of
Containin
D.
etc. By George Trebel, A . M., .M.
plet~ informa~i on as to the m_anner an_d method
managmg all kmds of pets; also giving full
an_d
lustrati ons.
_breeding,
~ammg,
nght
No. 6-!, HOW TO MAKE ELECTR ICAL MAGHI NES.-Co
instruct,_ons for m!lkmp cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-ei
, induction 1llus~rat1
ta!ning fnll Jirection s for making electrical machines
ons, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind ever
.
electricity
by
worked
be
to
published .
coils, dynamos. a_nd many novel toys
By R. A. R . Bennett. Eully illustrate d.
a
MISCE LLANE OUS.
·No. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELEC'l'R !CAL TRICFrS .-Contai ning
and inNo. 8 . HOW TO RI<:COME A SCIE:'\T IST.- A useful
large collection of inst ructive and high_ly a.musing electrical tricks,
exstructive book, giving a comp•~te treatise on chemistry · also
together with illustratio ns. By A. Ander~on .
diperiments in acoustics , mechauic s. marhemat ics, chemistry andThia
balloo~s.
gas
~
and
fires,
colored
,
fireworks
making
for
rections
ENT.
TAINM
ENTER
Harry book cannot he equaled.
k for
No. 9. HOW TO BECOl\l E A VENTR ILOQUI ST.-By
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY .-A complete hand-boo
reading
boy
t
intelligen
EveFy
away.
given
secret
The
.
etc~ etc.
Kennedy
multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, s.vrup~. e~sences.
full
ining
this book of instructio ns, by a practical professor ( delighting
R.-Conta
AU'.rHO
No. ~c1. -IIOW '.rO BECOM E AN'
the
tudes every night with hi.s wonderfu l imitation s), cB.n master
choice of subjects, the use of words and the
regarding
on
informati
the
is
It
friends.
and
himself
for
fun
of
amount
g
art, and ci:eate any
manner of preparing and submittin g manuscrif )t. Also containin
comgreatest book !'ver publi.shed. and there's millions ( of fun) in it.
.-A valuable informati on ns to the n<'alness, legibility and general
Prince
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERT AIN AN EVENIN G PARTY
By
author.
l
successfu
compendi um position of manuscri pt, essential to a
very valuabJe little book just published . A complete et<'
.. suitable Ililand.
wonof games. sports, card diversion s, comic recitation s, more
No. 38. HOW TO BECO:\m YOUR OWN DOCTO R.-,A
fo r the
for parlor or drawin~- room ente rta inment. It contains
g useful and practical informati on in th~
containin
book.
de,ful
common to every
money than an:v hook published .
little treatmen t of ordinary diseases and ailments
No. 35. HO;\Y TO PLAY GAl\1ES .-A complete and useful
family. Aboundin g in useful and etrectirn recipes for general combagatelle,
billiards,
of
ns
regulatio
and
rules
the
g
book. <'Ontninin
plaints.
-Conbackgamm on, croquPt. dominoes , etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLEC T STAMPS AND COINS.
all
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVEJ CONU:N DRUMS. -Oontai ning
informati on r<'!(arding the collecting and arranginc
valuable
taining
catches
curious
riddles,
amusing
day,
the
the leading conunrlrn ms of
of stamps au<l Mins. IJ'lndsom ely illust ratPd.
Brady.
and witty sayfogs.
Ko. 58. HOW 'l.'0 BE A DET'llJC TIVE.-B y Old Kingvaluable
handy little
No. 52. HOW 'l.'0 PLAY CARDS .-A complete andEuchre,
In which he lays down some
detective.
wn
world-kno
the
Cribing
play
for
s
book, giving the rules and full direction
and sensible rules for beginners , and also relates some adventure a
bage. Casino, Fort~,-Fiv e, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Drawof Poker,
and experienc es of well-know n detectives .
cards.
games
popular
other
IDjinY
anc;l
Fours,
All
Pitch,
R. -Contain Auction
No. GO. HOW 'f'O BECOM E A PIIOTOG >-RAPHE
three hunNo. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLE S.-Oonta inin!( over
r\'garding the Oamtra and how to work it;
on
informati
useful
ing
A
same.
to
key
with
ms,
dred intcTestln g pnzzl!'s and conundt·u
a lso how lo make Photogra1>hic l\[agic LantPrn Slides and other
complete book. Fully illustrate d. By A. Anderson .
Transpar encies. Handsom ely illustrate d. By Captain W. De W.
Abney.
ETIQU ETTE.
MILITA RY
No. 62. HOW TO BECOI\I E A WEST POINT
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUE TTE.-It
ing full e;xp-lanations bow to gairi admittan ce,
-Contain
CADET.
know
to
desires
man
young
every
that
one
Post ·
is a great life secret, and
course of Stuil.v, Examinat ions, Duties, Rtafl' of Officers,
all about. There's happines s in it.'
and all a- boy should
nt,
Departme
Fire
ns,
Reg:1latio
Police
Guard,
etiquette
and
, author
No. 33. HOW TO REHA VE.-Oon ta.ining the rules
of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and wt·itten by Lu Senarens
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods
to BP!'ome a Naval Cadet."
"How
of
and
church,
theatre,
the
balls,
parties,
at
e
advantag
te inpearing to good
No. 63. BOW TO REOmlE A NAVAL CADET. -Comple
s Naval
in the drawing-r oom.
stru<'tion s of bow to gain admission to the Annapoli
n
descriptio
n,
instructio
of
course
the
g
Academy . Also containin
DECLA MATIO N.
boy
grounds and buildings, historical sketch. and everythin g aComof
TIONS.
RECITA
OF
BOOK
AND
RECITE
TO
Navy.
No. 27. HOW
Dutch should know to be<'ome an 0fficer in the United States to
Become •
-Contai ning the most•pop ular sele~tions in use, comprisin gtogether
piled and writtm by Lu Senarens , au thor of ''How
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces,
Military Cadet."
Point
West
with maDY standard readings.
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Latest Issues

"Fame and Fortune Weekly'',

"All Around Weekly"

Containing Stories of Boys Who Maire Montiy.

Containing Stories of All Kinds.
400LORED COVERS.

32 PAGES.

PRICE

1111

5 CENTS.

PRICE 5 CE.~TS.
32 PAGES.
249 Learning a Trade; or, On the Road to Fortune.
CoLORED COVERS.

16 General Grant's Boy Spy; or, The Hero of Five Forks.
36 Iceberg Jack, the Hero of the Arctic.
37 The Island Captive; or, Donald Kane's Victory.
38 Saved in Time; or, The Downward Course of Dick Ballard.
39 The Black Cross ; or, The Mysteries of the Jungle.
40 The Boy Wizard of the Nile; or, The Mystery of Pharaoh's
Temple.
41 Deserted in Dismal Swamp ; or, The Secrets of t he Lone
Hut.
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(A story of
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4tl Young Wild West Defending the Camp; or, Arietta and
the Masked Raiders.
402 Young Wild West and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskin's Last Fight.
403 Young Wild West's Shower of Gold; or, Arietta's Lucky
Slip.
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·
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32 PAGES.
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of Theatrical Life. By Allan Arnold.
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Berton Bertrew.
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Bonnie Prince Hal; or, The Pride of the A. C. I. By
Richard R. Montgomery.
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Howard Austin.
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the American Revolution.) By Gen. Jas. A. Gordon.
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Containing the Great Fred Fearnot Stories.
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102 Fred Fearnot's New Circus; or, Under the Canvas.
103 Fred Fearnot's Base Stealing; or, Going the Limit to Win.
104 Fred Fearnot's Unknown Friend; or, Saved by a Girl's
Wit.
C05 Fred Fearnot's Clever Play; or, Fooling The Heavy Batsmen.
106 Fred Fearnot's Week in the Woods; or, The Gipsy's
Strange Warning.
107 Fred F earnot at the Plate; or, The Game That Had to
be Won.
608 Fred Fearnot's W ar on Drink; or, Reforming a Hard
Crowd.
609 Fred Fearnot's Twenty-Inning Game; or, Winning Out at
Last.

PRICE 5 CENTS.
32 PAGES.
COLORED COVERS.
'i96 The Bradys and the Marble Statue; or, Three Days of

Mystery.

697 The Bradys and the Bird of Prey; or, Shadowing the

Crooks of Gotham.
Anarchists' Case; or, After the Bomb
Throwers.
The Bradys and the Cipher Message ; or, Traced by a
Telegram.
The Bradys on the Saturday Special; or, Betrayed by a
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The Bradys and the Hidden Man; or, The Haunted House
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The Bradys In the Toils ; or, The Myster y of the Pretty
Milliner.
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76:

A Weeldy Magazine containing· Stories of the .American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.
These stories a re based on actual facts and give a faithfu l account of the exciting adventures of a brave band of Amer ican youths who were always ready and willing to imperil th~ir lives fo r the sake of helping along the gallant cause of
Independence. Every number will co_nsist of 32 large pages o f reading matter, bound in a beautiful colored cover.

473 '!'he Liberty Boys Defending Bennington; or, Helping General
Stork.
the Indian 474 The Liberty Boys· Young Messenger ; or, Storming the Jersey
Batteries.
Boys at Kingsbridge; or, The Patriot Boy and the 475 The Libet·ty Boys and the Indian Fighter; or, Saving the Southern Settlers.
Boys and tbe Middy; or, Dick Slater' s Escape from
476 The Liberty Boys' Running Fight; or, After the Redcoat Rangers.
Boys· Week of T error; or, Fighting in the Wilder- 477 Tile Libe rty Boys Fighting Doxstade r ; or, The Dest ruction of
Cunytown.
ness .
'l.'he Liberty Boys· Gun Division; or, '1.'he Yankee Boy of Bedford. 478 The Liberty Boys and the Mill er : or, Routing the Tory Bandits.
'l.' he Liberty Boys' Redskin Foe: o r , The Battie ln the Woods.
479 'l'be Liberty Boys Chasing '·Wild Bill" ; or, Fighting a Myste rious
The Liberty Boys at Fort Washington; or, Making a Brave Stand.
Troop.
'l.' be Libe rty Boys Afte r the Redcoats; or, Tl.le Battie of Buck's 480 The Liberty Boys' Hidde n Swamp; or, Hot Times Along the
Head Neck.
Sboro.
The Liberty Boys On SwamR Island; or, li' ighting for Sumter. 481 The Liberty Boys and the Bla ck Horseman; or, Defeating a Dan'l'he Libe rty Boys' Deadly En emies; or, Th e Secret Band of
gerons Foe.
482 The Liberty Boys After the Cherokees; or, Battling With Cruel
Three.
The Liberty Boys and the Black Spy; or, A Terrible Ride for
Enemies.
Life.
483 Th e Liberty Roys· R'ver J ourney; or. Down the Ohio.
The Liberty Boys in the Trenches ; or, The Yankee Girl of 484 The Liberty Boys at East Rock: or, The Burning of New Haven .
Harlem.
485 The Liberty Boys in the Drowned Lands; or, Perilous Times Out
The Liberty Boys' Signal Gun ; or, Rousing the People.
West.
The Liberty Boys at the Great Fire; or, Excit ing Times in Ola 486 The Liberty Boys on the Commons: o r, Defending Old New
New York.
York.
The Liberty Boys and the Tory Bandit; or, The Escape of the 487 The Llbertv Boys' Sword Charge: or, The Fight at Stony Point.
488 The Liberty Boys After Sit· John : or, Di ck S later' s Clever Ruse.
Governor.
489 The Liberty Boys Doing Guard Duty ; or, 'l'he Loss of Foi·t WashThe Libe rty Boys on Time; or, Riding to the Rescue.
ington.
The Liber ty Boys· False Guide; or, A Narrow Escape from Defeat.
490 The Liberty Boys Chasing a Renegade; or, The Worst Man on
the Ohio
The J,iberty Boys Up North; or, With Arnold on Lake Ch am491 'l'be Liberty Boys and the Fo r tune Teller; or, The Gipsy Spy
plain.
of Harlem
'l'be Liberty Boys Fooling Howe ; or, The Twin Boy Spies of the
492 The Liberty Boys Gna rdlng Washington; or, Defeating a B r itish
Bronx.
Plot.
The Libe rty Boys in K entucky ; 01·, After the Redskins and Rene- 493 The Liberty Boys and Major Davie; or, Warm Work in t h e Meck ga&?s.
lenburg District.
The Liberty Boys' Dashing Charge: or, The Littl e Patriot of 494 ' The Liberty Boys' Fierce Hunt : or, Capturing a Clever Enemy.
White Marsh.
,
495 The Liber ty Boys Betrayed: o r . Dick Slater's False Friend.
'l'he Liberty Boys and Old Moil : or, The Witch of Red Hook 496 The Liberty Boys on the ~larch : or. Afte1· a Slippery Foe.
Point.
497 The Liberty Boys· \Yin te 1· Ca mp: or. Live ly Times in the North.
'l'he Liberty Boys· Secret Cnve: or. Hiding From Tryon.
498 ,The Liberty Boys Avenged: or. The Traitor's Doom.
The Liberty Boys a nd t b c J ailer: or. Digging Out of Captivity. 499 The Libe r ty Boys· Pitched Battle; or, The Escape of the Indian
'J'he Liherty P.oys· Trnmpet Bl ast: o r. Th e Battle Cr:v of Freedom.
Spy.
The Liberty Boys· ('all to Arms: or. Washington' s Clever Ruse.
500 The Liberty Boys' Light Artill e ry: or. Good Work at the Guns.
Tb e Liberty Boys· Whirlwind Atta.ck; or, A Terrible Surprise ;;01 The Liberty Boys and " "''histling Will ;" or, The i\fad Spy of
to Tarl eton.
Paulus Hook.
The Libe r ty Boys Ont With Brave Barry: or. The Battl e With 502 The Liberty Boys' l'nderground Ca mp: or. In Strange Quarters.
the "Uuicorn."
_,,..
The Liberty Boys· Lost Trnil: or. Th e Escape of the Traitor.
The Libe rt.y Boys Bea ting the Skinners: or, Clearing Ont a Bad
Lot.
The Liberty Boys· Flank Move: or, Coming Up Behind the
British.
The Liberty Boys as Sco uts: or. Skirm ishing Around Valley
Forge.
The Liberty Boys' Forced l\farrh : or, Caught in a Terrible T rap.

LATEST ISSUES:

·HO The Liberty
Fighte rs.
441 The Liberty
Hess·ans.
442 The Liberty
the Fleet.
443 The Liberty
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Boys and "Red Fox"; or, Out with

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on r eceipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Weeklies and ca nnot procur e them from newsdea lP.rs. they can be obtained from t his office direct. Cut out a n d fill
in th e following Order Blank and send it t o us with the price of t he weeklies you w a nt a nd we will send t hem t o you by
r eturn mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKJ:m THE SAME AS MONEY.
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